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Abstract 
 

With the advancement in the current wireless technology standards 

such as terrestrial digital video broadcasting systems (DVB-T, DVB-T2, 

and DVB-H) and the massive usage of the Internet over mobile devices, 

streaming of television channels in smart phones has become a neces-

sary advancement for mobile users. As, UMTS dominating the entire 

mobile market globally and with the evolution of LTE, several mobile 

operators are working on an MBMS framework which will help to 

launch mobile TV services on respective operators. This paper deals 

with terrestrial and mobile TV with IP multicasting and broadcasting 

and is aimed to improve system spectral efficiency.  With the help of IP 

multicasting, the base station can be able to provide with significantly 

less spectrum by saving it from the channels which the user is not view-

ing currently. This case is analysed from several sets, called schemes of 

resource plan sets. The transmitter scheduling is dealt with by means of 

a Packet and Resource Plan Scheduling (PARPS) algorithm, and the 

simulated results are plotted in Matlab which assists in analysing the 

efficiency in the spectrum management and the coverage probability for 

the number of transmitters used for each scheme. The schemes are 

simulated in Matlab for different number of transmitters (2-7) in both 

the static and random model. The SFN schemes are offering greater 

coverage probability than MFN schemes, in all cases. Multicasting over 

Continuous Transmission Dynamic Single Frequency Network (CT-

DSFN) offers a 1342% and 582% gain in Multi-user System Spectral 

Efficiency (MSSE) for 7 transmitters, from Broadcasting over MFN and 

Broadcasting over SFN respectively.  For 7 transmitters, Multicasting 

over CT-DSFN offers a 1213% and 428% gain in System Spectral Effi-

ciency (SSE) from Broadcasting over MFN and Broadcasting over SFN 

respectively. 

Keywords: Unicasting, Broadcasting, Multicasting, DVB-T/T2, DVB-H, 

eMBMS, SFN, MFN, DSFN, PARPS, SSE, MSSE, PARPS, LTE, Coverage 

probability, Zip-f law, Radio resource management. 
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Terminology / Notation 

Acronyms  
 

LTE               Long Term Evolution 

eMBMS         Evolved Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Services 

3GPP             3rd Generation Partnership Project 

OFDM           Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 

OFDMA         Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access 

COFDM          Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 

 EPS                 Evolved Packet System  

EUTRAN         Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network 

PARPS             Packet And Resource Planning Schedule 

MFN                Multi Frequency Network 

SFN                  Single Frequency Network 

DSFN               Dynamic Single Frequency Network 

CT-DSFN         Continuous Transmission - DSFN      

NCT-DSFN     Non Continuous Transmission - DSFN 

RRM                 Radio Resource Management  
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1 Introduction 
Terrestrial Digital Video Broadcasting systems, DVB-T and DVB-H, are 

some of the wireless technology standards for digital video 

broadcasting, which fulfil the requirements of handheld and mobile 

devices. In a Single Frequency network (SFN) multiple transmitters 

transmit the same signal (same program or information) over the same 

frequency channel. Since several transmitters are transmitting the same 

data at the same time, it allows for an increasing coverage probability by 

reducing the outage probability, efficient use of the spectrum and 

provides an increased number of TV/Radio programs as compared to 

Multi Frequency Network (MFN).The concept, in which the formation 

of SFN changes dynamically in different timeslots, is termed DSFN and 

is categorised into Continuous Transmission DSFN (CT-DSFN) and 

Keyed-DSFN or Non-Continuous Transmission DSFN (NCT-DSFN). In 

DSFN, there is a centralized scheduling algorithm, known as Packet and 

Resource Plan Scheduling algorithm (PARPS) that dynamically allocates 

a resource plan to each timeslot and assigns the incoming data packets 

to timeslots and transmitters. 

 

COFDM is used in DVB-T for digital broadcasting. Retaining the 

advantages of SFN and DSFN over MFN in transmitting a broadcast 

networks, several schemes and resource plans have been proposed to 

increase the spectral efficiency and coverage probability for an increase 

in the number of transmitters, which is the major challenge in the design 

of mobile systems. 

 

1.1 Back ground and problem motivation  
The main motivation of this paper was proposed in 1997 by Magnus 

Eriksson at Mid Sweden university and the thesis work for this was 

conducted by Malik in 2011 and S.M. Hasibur Rahman in 2012  and this 

thesis work is an extension of the previous works which is a future 

enhancement listed in the above papers. With the wide use of mobile 

phones over IP multicasting, the feature of using mobile TV has in-

creased significantly over recent years. With the wide extent of multi-

media streaming over IP in desktop versions, there has been a certain 

amount of urgency in relation to improving the facility in mobile net-

works to compete in the market and it has now become possible to view 
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and stream live events on a mobile phone. Obviously, this service is 

provided through broadcasting and multicasting of internet protocol. 

The argument is that, with the use of IP multicasting, the service pro-

vider can save spectrum for those channels not being watched by the 

user. This problem is dealt with and analyzed in several schemes of 

resource plan sets and the spectrum efficiency, coverage probability and 

computational complexity is dealt with through different schemes and 

the simulation results are plotted.  Proposed schemes offer an efficient 

use of limited resources. By deploying the proposed schemes within 

existing systems, better signal strength, higher data rate can be achieved 

and the cost per bit can be reduced. 

1.2 Overall aim 
The overall aim of the thesis is to compare and contrast the MFN, SFN 

and DSFN schemes by increasing the number of transmitters. The 

scheduling of the transmitters will be calculated by using a Packet and 

Resource Plan Scheduling (PARPS) algorithm and the simulated results 

are plotted to study the SSE, MSSE and coverage probability with re-

spect to the number of transmitters used for each scheme. 

1.3 Scope 
The scope of this thesis is to study various schemes from the resource 

plans with the assistance of a scheduling algorithm and the results are 

compared with the variant, which is the transmitter number. Several 

results are simulated and compared with respect to the number of 

transmitters. 

1.4 Concrete and verifiable goals 
Each of the following schemes will be designed and analyzed for a 

different number of transmitters in both the static model and random 

model for a Homogeneous network. 

Scheme I: Unicasting over MFN 

Scheme II: Broadcasting over MFN 

Scheme III: Multicasting over MFN 

Scheme IV: Broadcasting over SFN 

Scheme V: Multicasting over NON-SFN 

Scheme VI: Multicasting over CT-DSFN 

Scheme VII: Multicasting over NCT-DSFN (Keyed DSFN) 
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The final part deals with the comparison of the schemes used so far 

based on coverage probability, system spectral efficiency and multiuser 

system spectral efficiency with respect to the number of transmitters in 

each scheme. 

1.5 Outline 
Chapter 1 provides the introduction and statement of the thesis work.  

Chapter 2 explains the background research and introduces the terms 

which are related to the thesis.  Several concepts in wireless communica-

tion are discussed in this section. 

Chapter 3 demonstrates the approach and method that this thesis under-

took, which includes several schemes, resource plans from the schemes 

and the usage of scheduling schemes. 

Chapter 4 explains the design and simulation model of the thesis work. 

Chapter 5 explains, - compares and illustrates the results of the thesis. 

Chapter 6 discusses the conclusions of the thesis work and some future 

extensions are also discussed. 

1.6 Contributions 
This work is an extension to the work by S.M. Hasibur Rahman and 

author has new results for proposed schemes in terms of coverage 

probability, MSSE, SSE and possible resource plans for different num-

bers of transmitters with the system with an increased number of 

transmitters, TV programs and receivers.                     .                  
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2 Theory  

2.1 Radio Resource Management 
Radio resource management is the system level control in wireless 

communication systems such as wireless systems, cellular networks, 

broadcasting systems etc. RRM deals with the system level control of co-

channel interference and radio transmission characteristics in wireless 

communication systems. This system level control has controlling pa-

rameters such as handover control, data rates, power transmit, channel 

allocation, modulation scheme etc. 

RRM Methods 

The main methods of the RRM can be categorized into two, namely 

Network based functions and Connection based functions. The main 

methods of network based functions are given below; 

Admission Control (AC) - It occurs when a new connection is setup and 

also during handovers and bearer modification. It handles all the incom-

ing traffics and checks whether new connections can be admitted to the 

system and creates new parameters for that.  

 

Load Control (LC) - The load control function will control the load 

when the system load exceeds the threshold. For such a situation, the 

load control will take counter measures to ensure that the system re-

turns to a feasible load.  

 

Packet Scheduler (PS) - The packet scheduler handles all the non-real 

time traffic such as packet data users. It decides when to initiate a packet 

transmission and when to use the bit rate.  

Resource Manager (RM) - The resource Manager has the function to 

control the logical resources in the BTS and RNC. It also reserves re-

sources in terrestrial network.  

The main methods of connection based functions are: 

Handover Control (HC) - The handover control will control the active 

set of Base station (BS) and Mobile station (MS). It also handles and 

makes the handover decisions.  
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Power Control (PC) - The main function of the power control is to 

maintain the radio link quality. It also has the other functionality to 

minimize and control the power used in the radio interface. 

2.1.1 Static RRM 
The static RRM schemes are used in the traditional cellular wireless 

systems such as 1G, 2G etc. It is also used in current broadcasting 

systems such as wireless local area networks and non-cellular systems. 

Static RRM deals with manual and computer aided fixed cell planning 

or radio network planning. Basically, static RRM is not suitable for 

network communications. A few examples of static RRM schemes are 

given below; 

 Circuit mode communication using FDMA and TDMA 

 Fixed channel allocation 

 Static handover  

2.1.1.1 Fixed Channel Allocation 

The fixed channel allocation requires manual frequency planning, which 

means that each cell is assigned a predetermined set of frequency 

channels. This manual frequency assignment is a complicated process in 

FDMA and TDMA based systems. Such a system has many drawbacks 

such as co-channel interference from nearby cells, which are reusing the 

same channels. These systems are very sensitive to this co-channel 

interference. Traffic congestion is another drawback for such systems, 

because the number of channels in the cell remains constant, irrespective 

of the number of connections in that cell. This results in the loss of 

connection in the respective cells.  

2.1.1.2 Static Handover 

Handover is the process of transferring an active session of a call 

connection from one channel to another in a core network. In a static 

handover, the channel in the source cell is released only when the 

channel in the target cell is engaged. This handover is used to minimize 

the disruption of the call.  

 

2.1.2 Dynamic RRM 
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Dynamic RRM is the best means for a wireless communication. This 

scheme will automatically adjust the radio network parameters 

according to the user positions, traffic load and QOS requirements. One 

of the main benefits of using dynamic RRM in the wireless networks is 

to minimize expensive manual cell planning. Another benefit is to 

achieve tighter frequency reuse patterns, which will improve the system 

spectral efficiency. In dynamic RRM, the majority of access points and 

base stations are controlled by the Radio Network Controller (RNC).  

 

The dynamic RRM schemes are used in many of the following examples 

such as; 

2.1.2.1 Soft Handover 

In 3G systems, all cells in W-CDMA use the same frequency and hence it 

is possible to make a connection to the new cell before leaving the 

current cell and always retaining at least one radio link. A soft handover 

deals with the connection of a cell phone to two or more cells or cell 

sectors during an on-going call without interrupting the connection [15]. 

If the cells or cell sectors are from the same physical cell site, then that 

cell handover is called a softer handover.  

 

 
Fig 2.1 Soft Handover[15] 

 

In summary, there are two handover mechanisms; Soft Handover and 

Softer Handover in 3G systems. These two handover techniques 

basically means that it is possible to maintain two or more concurrent 

connections with different nodes or with the same nodes. Both handover 

mechanisms are illustrated in figure 2.1.  
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2.1.2.2 Dynamic Channel Allocation 

 An important criterion in the cellular system operation is how to 

efficiently use the available bandwidth in order to provide a good 

service to as many users as possible. With the rapid increase in cellular 

systems, this problem has become critical. Dynamic Channel Allocation 

(DCA) is one remedy for this problem. In DCA, the frequency band can 

be used simultaneously by many callers if these callers are spaced 

physically sufficiently far apart so that their calls do not interfere with 

each other. These physically spaced regions are called cells. In each cell 

there is a base station that handles all the calls made within that cell.The 

minimum distance at which there is no interference is called the 

channel-reuse constraint. The next step is to divide the total available 

bandwidth permanently into a number of channels.  These channels are 

then allocated to each cell and then calls are made within these cells 

without violating the channel reuse constraint. This channel reuse 

constraint is called dynamic channel allocation.  

2.1.2.3 Link Adaptation 

 Link adaptation is the ability to adapt the modulation scheme and the 

coding rate of the error correction in the wireless communications 

according to the quality of the radio link. If the status of the radio link is 

sufficiently good for the communication, it provides a high data 

throughput on the radio channel. This is achieved by a high level 

modulation scheme with a low level error correction. At the same time, 

if the status of the radio link is poor for the communication, then the 

data throughput will drop considerably, because of the low level 

modulation scheme being used and the increase in the error correction.  

 

  
Fig 2.2 Link adaptation [10] 
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2.1.2.4 Transmitter macro-diversity  

Macro-diversity is a type of space diversity scheme in which several 

receiver antennas and transmitter antennas (nodes) are used for 

transmitting the same signal. These multiple nodes, which are used to 

transmit the same signal to a destination node or a forwarding node, are 

using the soft-handover. The receiver antennas and transmitter antennas 

sending the same signals are said to form a network called a Single 

Frequency Network (SFN). The SFN will help to improve the signal 

strength in that area as compared to a non-Single-Frequency Network.  

 

2.2 MFN 
Multi Frequency Network is a type of network in which multiple radio 

frequency channels are considered to transmit signals or data within 

that network. The main reason for using multiple radio frequencies is to 

avoid co-channel interference between the transmitters. There are two 

different types of multi frequency networks namely, Horizontal Multi 

Frequency Network (HMFN) and Vertical Multi Frequency Network 

(VMFN). But in terms of the deployment for a multi frequency network, 

both the vertical and horizontal MFNs are used in different areas.  

 Horizontal MFN is a type of network in which the distribution 

waveform is transmitted over different areas with different types 

of radio frequency channels. In some cases, the same or different 

data can be transmitting in that area as part of a distribution 

waveforms that are being carried over different radio frequency 

channels.  

 Vertical MFN is another type of MFN in which multiple radio 

frequency channels are used. To increase the capacity of the net-

work, multiple radio frequency channels are used by transmitting 

independent distribution waveforms. This type of transmission is 

used to deliver more data or content to the receiver end.  

 

The figure 2.4 illustrates a simple MFN. In this diagram, there are 

three different frequencies with the same bandwidth. The first 

cell runs on a frequency of 666MHz with a bandwidth of 8MHz. 

The second cell runs on a frequency of 682MHz with a band-
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width of 8MHz and the third cell runs on a frequency of 674MHz 

with a bandwidth of 8MHz. 

 

                              

Fig 2.3 Multi Frequency Network [9] 

2.3 SFN 
Single frequency network is a broadcast network which is mainly used 

for analog radio communication by either a government or security 

services. The SFNs have several transmitters that are situated in 

different locations. These transmitters transmit the same information or 

signal over the same medium by the same frequency at the same time.  

The components in single frequency networks can cancel each other out 

if the signal transmitted is a single tone. For this reason, all single 

frequency networks must adopt a broadband communication method 

which ends up in a loss of frequency bands. 

 

 
Fig 2.4 Single Frequency Network [9] 
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One of the main issues in single frequency networks is the 

synchronization of transmitters. The combination of channel delay and 

the delay spread of channels along with the synchronization of jitter 

define the resulting impulse response. This resulting impulse response 

varies over time and any channel estimation is only valid for a short 

period of time. The fig 2.5 illustrates a simple SFN module with three 

cells, which are using same frequencies and bandwidth.                               

 

SFN at Transmitter side: 

At the transmitter side of a single frequency network there are three 

fundamental requirements to be met namely, the transmission should be 

on the same frequency, the signals must transmit in specific time slots 

and it should emit the same output symbols for the same input data.  

 

 Frequency Synchronization: The signals from multiple transmit-

ters are to be treated as echoes of each other at the receiver end 

and, in addition the frequencies of those transmitters must be suf-

ficiently close. Otherwise, if there is any divergence in frequency, 

it can cause a Doppler shift in those frequencies, which causes 

adaptive equalizers in the receivers.   

 Time Synchronization: In order to allow multiple transmitters in 

a single frequency network, it has to be transmitting signals in 

specific time slots. Allotting time references to all the transmitters 

is also necessary in single frequency networks.  

 Data frame Synchronization: It is necessary to synchronize a data 

processing block, which contains data randomizers, RS encoders, 

byte interleavers, bit interleavers and a trellis encoder. This syn-

chronization of data processing blocks is performed between the 

output symbols of transmitters having separate data feeds as in-

puts. The receivers cannot treat these signals as echoes of each 

other if any difference in the output symbols between transmit-

ters occurs. 

SFN at Receiver side: 
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The ability to extract data from the received signals is an important fact 

during the implementation of SFN. The received signals have significant 

levels of echoes at widely-spaced time offsets. This ability to extract data 

from received signals includes the handling of leading echoes or 

"Preghosts". This occurs when stronger signals are received at the 

receiver from different transmitters that are situated at far different 

positions. To determine how far apart all the transmitters can be placed 

in single frequency networks, this is estimated from the time windows 

of echoes in the receivers, which are also called "Delay-Spread".  

 

2.4 DSFN 
Dynamic Single Frequency Network is a new approach that uses Time 

slots and Dynamic Channel Allocation (DCA) by using transmitters 

transmitting full power, which is based on the idea of single frequency 

networks. This approach can be used in the soft handover technology as 

whenever a terminal moves from one transmitter to another it provides 

a smooth handover. It provides a strong mechanism towards sudden 

radio shadowing from any of the transmitters with the combination of 

slow path loss measurements. All transmitters send signals, which have 

a constant power. In DSFN, some transmitters which are not assigned to 

a terminal are called interferes. By using dynamic single frequency 

networks, this problem of packet by packet resource management can 

be simplified. Also, without the knowledge of traffic assigned to other 

transmitters, it is possible to analyse the interference level to a certain 

receiver. 

 
Fig 2.5 Dynamic Singe Frequency Network[8] 
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Fig 2.5 illustrates a simple dynamic single frequency network. Basically, 

dynamic channel allocation can be grouped as a combination of DCA, 

Packet scheduling and macro-diversity. Figure 2.5 illustrates a simple 

DSFN which has a coverage map in the upper section and a data packet 

schedule, stating the packet dimensions, in the lower section. DSFN can 

be divided into Continuous Transmission – Dynamic Single Frequency 

Network (CT-DSFN) and Non Continuous Transmission – Dynamic 

Single Frequency Network (NCT-DSFN). In CT-DSFN, the transmitters 

are transmitting the data continuously with full power whereas in NCT-

DSFN, the transmitters can be turned ON and OFF during different time 

slots. 

                         

2.5 DVB-T and DVB-T2 
Digital video broadcasting is one of the current intensive development 

and standardization activities in North America and Europe. Digital 

video broadcasting uses satellite, cable and terrestrial networks for 

broadcasting purposes. Due to the presence of strong echoes in the 

terrestrial broadcasting, which affect the propagation medium, terrestri-

al broadcasting has evolved as being the most challenging as compared 

to other applications. The objective of single frequency networks, which 

is to increase the number of TV channels in the allocated frequency 

bandwidth, has made the problem worse. This is because in SFN, all 

transmitters are synchronized to a common high stable frequency 

source. However, at the same time, it broadcasts the given TV channel 

using the same carrier frequency and symbol timing. This makes the 

single frequency networks do not to be feasible. However, with the 

introduction of Coded-OFDM, the single frequency networks become 

feasible or, in other words, Coded-OFDM is the only technique which 

makes the single frequency transmission feasible. In Europe, the terres-

trial digital video broadcasting is based on Coded-OFDM. This new 

technique, Coded-OFDM has become more popular in the digital video 

broadcasting community. The important features of DVB-T are men-

tioned below; 

Transport Stream Processing: 

The transport stream is a continuous sequence of transport stream 

packets. The baseband signal, which is transmitting in the DVB-T, is a 

MPEG-2 TS. Each packet in the transport stream packet has a length of 

188 B. In this 188 B, the header occupies the first 4 B and the remainder 
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is used for the payload. The header of the packet has the important 

components of the synchronization byte and the packet identifier.  

 

Channel Coding and Modulation: 

The first step in the DVB-T, before transmitting the base band signal, is 

to undergo channel coding and modulation.  Errors occur as the result 

of noise and other disturbance in the transmission path. These errors can 

be corrected with the help of Forward Error Correction (FEC) in the 

receivers. Figure 2.6 illustrates the complete block diagram for DVD-T 

encoding.  

 

 
Fig 2.6 Block diagram of a DVB-T encoder [6] 

Energy Dispersal and Synchronization: 

The main aim of energy dispersal and synchronization process is to 

achieve a flat power-density spectrum. This flat power-density is 

achieved by combining the data at the base band interface with the bit 

stream of a pseudorandom noise generator. The pseudorandom noise 

generator is implemented by means of a feedback shift register. In order 

to retain a means of synchronization, the synchronization bytes of the TS 

packets are untouched and then on every eighth TS packet, the pseu-

dorandom noise generator is reinitialized with a predetermined bit 

pattern.  

 

Error Protection and Modulation: 

The error protection mechanism is achieved with the help of a byte-

oriented block code and for each TS packet, error correcting bits are 

calculated, which results in a block of correction bytes, appended to the 
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TS packet. Reed-Solomon (255239) is the block code that is used, which 

means that 16 correction bytes are appended to the 239 information 

bytes. The Reed-Solomon code has been created by setting the first 51 B 

to zero and these are not transmitted since the TS packet has a length of 

188 B.  

 

Coded-OFDM:  

Every Coded-OFDM is developed with a guard interval whose purpose 

is enhancing immunity to echoes and reflections. The guard interval 

consists of a cyclic continuation of useful symbols. Its length relative to 

the duration of useful symbols can have four different values such as: 

1/4, 1/8, 1/16 or 1/32. Since the echoes fall within the guard interval, it 

will not be affect the receiver’s ability to decode the useful data. If the 

guard interval is longer, then the echo delay will be higher, which can 

be tolerated. Figure 2.7 illustrates the scheme of a DVB-T transmission 

system.  

Fig 2.7 Scheme of DVB-T transmission System[6] 

 

2.5.1 DVB-T2  
DVB-T2 is stands for Digital Video Broadcasting - Second Generation  

Terrestrial. DVB-T2 is the extension of DVB-T. The additional features 
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that are included in the DVB-T standard are time slicing and additional 

forward error correction coding. The introduction of time slicing reduc-

es the average power in the receiver front-end by about 90% to 95%. It 

also enables a smooth and seamless handover mechanism to the users, 

who are to enter a new cell. Another feature of DVB-T2 is FEC for mul-

tiprotocol encapsulated data, which provides an improvement in carrier 

to noise performance and Doppler performance in mobile channels. It 

also improves tolerance to impulse interference. 

2.6 DVB-H 
Digital Video Broadcast- Handheld an extension of DVB-T. DVD-H has 

the new feature to receive digital video broadcast types of services in 

handheld, mobile terminals. A conceptual structure of a DVB-Handheld 

receiver is shown in the figure 2.8. 

 
Fig 2.8 Conceptual structure of a DVB-H receiver [7] 

 

DVB-H System and Standards: 

The DVB-H system is based on the existing terrestrial standard of digital 

video broadcasting and in-car reception of digital TV. The additional 

features that are included in the DVB-H standard are time slicing and 

additional forward error correction coding. The introduction of time 

slicing reduces the average power in the receiver front-end by about 

90% to 95%. It also enables a smooth and seamless handover mechanism 

for the users, who are to enter a new cell. Another feature of DVB-H is 

FEC for multiprotocol encapsulated data which provides an 

improvement in carrier to noise performance and Doppler performance 

in mobile channels. 
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 It also improves tolerance to impulse interference. The use of time 

slicing is mandatory in DVD-T and the use of MPE-FEC is optional for 

DVB-H.  Since the time slicing and MPE-FEC technologies are 

implemented on the link layer, the existing receivers for DVB terrestrial 

signals are not distributed by DVB-Handheld signals. DVB-Handheld is 

totally backward compatible to DVB-T. The physical layer of DVD- 

Handheld has four extensions added to the existing DVB-Terrestrial's 

physical layer.  

 

i. The bits in the transmitter parameter signalling have been up-

graded to include two additional bits. This upgrade has been 

used to indicate the presence of DVB-H services and the use 

of MPE-FEC and also to enhance and speed up the service 

discovery.  

ii. The adoption of 4K mode orthogonal frequency division mul-

tiplexing mode is for trading off mobility and single-

frequency network cell size. It allows single antenna reception 

in medium single frequency networks at very high speeds, 

which provides additional flexibility for the network design.  

iii. The third added extension in the physical layer of the DVB-

Handler is the new way of using the symbol inter-leaver of 

DVB-Terrestrial. For 2K and 4K modes, the operator has the 

choice of selecting an in-depth inter-leaver, which interleaves 

the bits over 4 or 2 OFDM symbols respectively. This ap-

proach improves the robustness in the mobile devices and 

brings the basic tolerance to impulse noise of these modes up 

to the level attainable with an 8K mode. 

iv. The last added extension to the DVB-Terrestrial physical layer 

is the use of 5-MHz channel bandwidth in the non-broadcast 

bands.  
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Fig 2.9 A conceptual description of using a DVB-H system (sharing a MUX with MPEG-2 services) [7] 

4K Mode and In-Depth Interleaves: 

The main objective of the 4K mode is to improve the network planning 

flexibility and also to improve the robustness of the DVB-H 2K and 4K 

modes in a mobile environment and impulse noise reception conditions. 

The network planning flexibility is achieved by trading off mobility and 

SFN size. The additional 4K transmission mode is a scaled set of 

parameters defined for the 2K and 8k transmission modes.  

 

Time Slicing and MPE-FEC: 

In Digital Video Broadcasting, in order to carry the IP datagram in an 

MPEG-2 TS, the standard method is to use multiprotocol encapsulation 

(MPE).During the transmission in MPE, each IP datagram is 

encapsulated into one multiprotocol encapsulation section. Each 

multiprotocol section is divided into each section such as 12B header, 4B 

cyclic redundancy check (CRC-32) tail and also a payload length. The 

payload length is same as the length of the IP datagram, which is carried 

by the MPE section. The Multiprotocol section has an elementary stream 

(ES), which is the stream of the MPEG-2 TS packets, which possess a 

specific packet identifier (PID).  

 

MPE-FEC: 

The IP datagram of each time sliced burst is protected by Reed-Solomon 

(RS) parity data.  
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In Multiprotocol Encapsulation-FEC, this protected IP datagram, which 

is protected by Reed-Solomon parity data, is calculated from the IP 

datagram of the burst. This Reed-Solomon data, calculated from the IP 

datagram of burst, are then encapsulated into MPE-FEC sections. The 

encapsulated Reed-Solomon data are also a part of the burst and are 

sent immediately after the last MPE section of the burst with a different 

table ID to that of the other MPE sections. This will assist the receiver 

end in differentiating between the two types of sections in the Reed-

Solomon parity data.          

 

Handover Mechanism: 

Due to existence of the off periods in time slicing, the handover 

behaviour in DVB-H is very efficient and includes seamless handover. 

Because of this feature, the receiver can scan for other frequencies, 

which increases the possibility of discovering the best potential 

alternative frequency. This makes the handover mechanism more 

flexible in DVB-H, without disturbing the on-going reception of the 

services. 

                        
Fig 2.10 Protocol stack for DVB-H [7] 

 

2.7 LTE 
Long Term evolution (LTE), is a technology developed by the 3rd 

Generation Project (3GPP), for wireless communication of high-speed 

data for mobile phones and data terminals. LTE is a standard for 

wireless data communications technology and an evolution of the 

GSM/UMTS standards [1]. The goal of LTE was to increase the capacity 

and speed of wireless data networks using new DSP (digital signal 

processing) techniques and modulations that were developed around 

the turn of the millennium [1]. 
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Fig 2.11 Network evolution from GSM to LTE [1] 

 

In order to lay the foundation of LTE, several standards within 

technology have begun to investigate several possibilities for providing 

4G wireless technology applications. For this, the popularly known two 

groups, namely, the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), which 

represents the GSM family of networks, and the Third Generation 

Partnership Project 2 (3GPP2), which represent the family CDMA 

networks, are collaboratively working together. 

 

The objectives for the new project are low cost, good service, high speed, 

improved efficiency, opening up the availability of a new frequency 

spectrum and good interrelation with all open standards. Upgrading the 

UMTS technology to a new technology called the fourth generation is 

the basic procedure for developing the same. 

   

The project mainly focused upon the following aspects: 

 For every 20 MHz spectrum, a download speed of 100Mbps and 

an upload speed of 50Mbps are the focus. 

 Making the spectrum more flexible than the previous ones with a 

bandwidth of 1.6 MHz 
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As LTE represents a 4G standard, this technology is intended to 

integrate with GPRS/UMTS networks. It represents radio access 

technology and networks for UMTS. Compared to other wireless 

technologies, LTE technology offers a vast number of advantages when 

it is fully deployed, which include improvement in performance, 

metrics, high data rates and efficiency etc. These improvements in 

performance and efficiency assist the 4G technology to provide quality 

products and services to the world. Benefits of using LTE technology: 

high data speed, low latency, spectrum efficiency improvement, limited 

bandwidth, quality of service, scalable bandwidth and improved 

coverage area. 

 

2.8 eMBMS 
With the evolution of LTE there has been a huge demand over mobile 

TV to use the option of MBMS. Several mobile operators are working on 

this and have successfully launched several available MBMS based 

mobile TV services. Taking into account considerations of point to point 

streaming media services, the 3GPP and 3GPP2 groups proposed MBMS 

and BCMCS, respectively, while retaining the multicast services of 

multimedia in mind. Providing broadcast multimedia services over 

mobile telephone network operators is the main objective of MBMS.  

 

 
Fig 2.12 eMBMS Logical Architecture [2] 

 

 As 3GPP introduces its LTE in its release 8 specification, this MBBS has 

been utilized by several operators and has widely increased the super-

fast bandwidth in order to catch up with the demand for mobile 

television and multimedia broad cast services.  
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In order to optimize the video traffic distribution, 3GPP defined the 

multimedia broadcast and multicast services, which covers the user 

services as well as the core network. This MBBS standard in LTE is 

evolved as enhanced MBBS, which is also called eMBMS and has been 

developed after the LTE standard. The MBMS feature is split into the 

MBMS Bearer Service and the MBMS User Service. The MBMS Bearer 

Service includes a Multicast- and a Broadcast Mode. The MBMS Bearer 

Service uses IP multicast addresses for the IP flows. The advantage of 

the MBMS Bearer Service compared to legacy UMTS bearer services 

(interactive, streaming, etc.) is, that the transmission resources in the 

core- and radio network are shared. One MBMS packet flow is 

replicated by GGSN, SGSN and RNCs. MBMS may use an advanced 

counting scheme to decide, whether or not zero, one or more dedicated 

(i.e. unicast) radio channels lead to a more efficient system usage than 

one common (i.e. broadcast) radio channel. 

 

 
                                  

Fig 2.13 eMBMS Service Area [2] 

 

Increasing the spectral efficiency in a single frequency network and 

increasing the channels and data rate capabilities are the primary goals 

of eMBMS. The BM-SC (Broadcast/Multicast Service Centre) deals with 

security issues such as authorizing content provider, session 

authentication and the overall configuration of the data flow through 

the core network.  
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 MBMSGW is a local entity and this gateway is responsible for handling 

session control over a mobile management entity and to provide the 

multi cast IP packets from the broadcast and multicast service centre. It 

logically handles the multicast IP packets to LTE stations from 

Broadcast/Multicast Service Centre.  Mobile Management Entity (MME) 

maintains location information, which is used to connect devices and 

networks. 

2.9 PARPS 
Packet And Resource Plan Scheduling (PARPS) is the concept of using 

multiple Dynamic Radio Resource Management (DRRM) techniques 

such as power control, admission control, soft handover, dynamic 

channel allocation, link adaptation in one algorithm[4]. In order to 

achieve the minimizing of the delay and maximizing the throughput, 

the PARPS algorithm dynamically allocates a resource plan to each 

timeslot, and assigns the incoming data packets to timeslots and 

transmitters[4]. Optimised algorithm and Heuristic algorithms are the 

two types of algorithms proposed in the PARPS [4].  Since an optimised 

algorithm uses non-polynomial function, it is not ideal for a real system, 

whereas, the heuristic algorithms use polynomial computation time and 

can be used in a real system [4]. 

 

Figure 2.14 shows a PARPS example with two transmitters (Tx1 and 

Tx2) and four resource plans (R1, R2, R3 and R4). 

 

 
Fig 2.14 Simple PARPS example [4] 
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The above figure shows that in Resource Plan - R1, both transmitters are 

transmitting different signal/data to zones Z1 and Z2, which results in a 

high co-channel interference level with the small coverage area (zone) 

[4]. In resource plans R2 and R3, only one transmitter is transmitting the 

data while the other is off, which results in increased coverage area [4]. 

In resource plan R4 the two transmitters are made as an SFN, offering a 

bigger zone [4]. 
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3 Methodology 
This chapter explains the methodology of the thesis work that solves the 

goals for implementation. As this project is based on the properties such 

as coverage probability, spectral efficiency and computational complexi-

ty of the schemes used in the method, therefore, the chapter begins with 

the first section explaining the above mentioned properties along with 

the calculation. The second section explains each scheme with the above 

mentioned properties by means of a simple use-case. 

3.1 Coverage Probability 
Coverage probability is defined as the ratio of the number of covered 

receivers (the receivers inside the coverage area) to the total number of 

receivers in the network, where coverage of a transmitter/radio station 

refers to the geographic region inside which, receiver/user equipment is 

able to communicate. 

                 Coverage Probability (Φ) = N_cov_rx / N_rx ……….. (eq. 3.1) 

 where N_cov_rx is number of covered receivers, 

              N_rx is Total number of receivers 

 

3.2 Spectrum Efficiency 
Spectrum efficiency is the efficient way of spectrum or bandwidth usage 

such that the maximum data transmission can be achieved and is 

measured in (bits/s)/Hz per unit area. Higher data rates can be achieved 

by applying the RRM techniques (see section 2.1) that in turn improves 

the spectral efficiency of the system. 

3.2.1 Channel utilization 
Channel utilization or channel efficiency refers to the efficient means of 

using the transmitter and channel to transmit the data over the channel. 

It is defined as the ratio of the number of programs covered to the 

multiplication of the number of channels required and the number of 

transmitters required in the network. 

                 Channel utilization (℮) =N_pro_cov/ (N_tx * N_ch)….. (eq. 3.2) 

where N_pro_cov is the number of programs covered 

             N_tx is the number of transmitters required 

              N_ch is the number of channels required 
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3.2.2 Multiuser channel utilization 
It is defined as the ratio of the number of receivers covered to the multi-

plication of the number of channels required and the number of trans-

mitters required in the network. 

Multiuser Channel utilization (µ) =N_pro_cov/ (N_tx * N_ch)…. (eq. 3.3) 

The formula for spectral efficiency can be derived using the equation 3.2 

as, 

                  Spectrum Efficiency (η) = (℮ * Rch) / Bch …… (eq. 3.4) 

where, 

Rch = Bch. log2 (1+SINR) [Shannon-Hartley Theorem] 

Bch = Channel bandwidth 

℮ = Channel utilization 

 

The formula for multiuser spectral efficiency can be derived using the 

equation 3.3 as, 

                  Multiuser Spectrum Efficiency (Ω) = (µ * Rch) / Bch … (eq. 3.5) 

where, 

Rch = Bch. log2 (1+SINR) [Shannon-Hartley Theorem] 

Bch = Channel Bandwidth 

Ω = Multiuser Channel utilization 

 

 

3.3 Computational Complexity 

3.3.1 Bell Number Series 
Bell number is defined as the number of ways a set of n elements can be 

divided into non-empty subsets and is denoted as    [11].  

                         = ∑        
    

where        is a Stirling number of second type [11] 
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The possible resource plans for different numbers of transmitters are 

shown in the Table 3.1.  

N_tx 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 n 

Non-SFN 3 5 7 24 35 48 63   -1 

CT-DSFN 2 5 15 52 203 877 4140    

NCT-DSFN 4 14 51 202 876 4139 21146       -1 

 Table 3.1- Possible resource plans   

From the table 3.1 it can be observed that, with the size of transmitters 

N_tx, the number of possible resource plans increases non–

polynomially. The scheduling algorithm used in this work (see section 

3.4.2) is less efficient for a system with a greater number of transmitters. 

By implementing effective scheduling algorithm, which selects the 

subsets from the whole possible resource plans, the system might be 

used more efficiently. 

 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the possible resource plans for CT-DSFN scheme 

with N_tx=2 

                

Fig 3.1 Possible resource plans for CT-DSFN with N_tx=2                                                                     
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Figure 3.2 illustrates the possible resource plans for CT-DSFN scheme 

with N_tx=3 

     

Fig 3.2 Possible resource plans for CT-DSFN with N_tx=3 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the possible resource plans for CT-DSFN scheme 

with N_tx=4 
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Fig 3.3 Possible resource plans for CT-DSFN with N_tx=4 

 

Figure 3.4 illustrates the possible resource plans for CT-DSFN scheme 

with N_tx=5 

 

Fig 3.4 Possible resource plans for CT-DSFN with N_tx=5 

Figure 3.5 illustrates the possible resource plans for NCT-DSFN scheme 

with N_tx=2 
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Fig 3.5 Possible resource plans for NCT-DSFN with N_tx=2 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

   Figure 3.6 illustrates the possible resource plans for NCT-DSFN scheme 

with N_tx=3 

              

Fig 3.6 Possible resource plans for NCT-DSFN with N_tx=3 

 Figure 3.7 illustrates the possible resource plans for NCT-DSFN scheme 

with N_tx=4 
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Fig 3.7 Possible resource plans for NCT-DSFN with N_tx=4 

  

Figure 3.8 illustrates the possible resource plans for NCT-DSFN scheme 

with N_tx=5 

 

Fig 3.8 Possible resource plans for NCT-DSFN with N_tx=5 
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3.4 Simple Use-case 
To calculate the computational complexity of the system, consider an 

example which contains two sub sections with the first section explain-

ing the static model (placing receivers in fixed position) of the schemes 

used and the second explaining the random model(random placing of 

receivers) of the schemes used.   

3.4.1 Static Model 
 

Scheme I: Unicasting Over MFN 

 

 
Fig 3.9 Unicasting over MFN 

From the figure 3.9 it can be analysed that 5 (R1, R3, R4, R5, R6) out of 6 

receivers are in the coverage area that can receive a TV programme. 

Therefore the coverage probability of this scheme is  

                       

                     Coverage probability (Φ) = 5/6 = 83.33% (using equation 3.1) 
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 In this scheme each receiver, which is covered in the zone, requires one 

channel thus making the required channels as N_ch= 5 as shown in the 

figure 3.9. 

 

Hence, by applying the values 

 

      Channel utilization (℮) = 4 / (5*3) = 0.26 (using equation 3.2) 

  

      Multiuser channel utilization (µ) = 5/ (5*3) = 0.33 (using equation 3.3) 

 

Scheme II: Broadcasting over MFN 

 

 
Fig 3.10 Broadcasting over MFN 

                                             

From the figure 3.10 it can be analysed that 5 out of 6 receivers (R1, R3, 

R4, R5, R6) are in the coverage area that can receive a TV programme. 

Hence, the coverage probability of this scheme is as follows: 

 

 Coverage probability (Φ) = 5/6 = 83.33% (using equation 3.1) 
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In this scheme each transmitter requires a separate channel for each TV 

program thus making the required channels as N_ch= 4 * 3 = 12 as 

shown in the above figure. 

 

Therefore, 

 

Channel utilization (℮) = 4 / (12*3) = 0.11 (using equation 3.2) 

 

Multiuser channel utilization (µ) = 5/ (12*3) = 0.13 (using equation 3.3) 

 

Scheme III: Multicasting over MFN 

 

 
Fig 3.11Multicasting over MFN 

                                           

From the figure 3.11 it can be analysed that 5 out of 6 receivers (R1, R3, 

R4, R5, and R6) are in the coverage area that can receive a TV 

programme. Therefore the coverage probability of this scheme is  

                       

                     Coverage probability (Φ) = 5/6 = 83.33% (using equation 3.1) 
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In this scheme each transmitter transmits TV programs to each covered 

receiver, thus making the required channels as N_ch= 5 as shown in the 

figure. 

 

Therefore, 

 

Channel utilization (℮) = 4 / (5*3) = 0.26 (using equation 3.2) 

 

Multiuser channel utilization (µ) = 5/ (5*3) = 0.33 (using equation 3.3) 

 

 

Scheme IV: Broadcasting over SFN 

 

 
Fig 3.12 Broadcasting over SFN 

 

From the figure 3.11 it can be analysed that 6 out of 6 receivers (R1, R2, 

R3, R4, R5, and R6) are in the coverage area that can receive TV 

programmes. Therefore the coverage probability of this scheme is  

                       

                   Coverage probability (Φ) = 6/6 = 100.00% (using equation 3.1) 
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In this scheme each transmitter transmits the same TV program over the 

same frequency at the same time thus making the required channels as 

N_ch= 4 as shown in the above figure. 

 

Therefore, 

 

Channel utilization (℮) = 4 / (4*3) = 0.33 (using equation 3.2) 

 

Multiuser channel utilization (µ) = 6/ (4*3) = 0.5 (using equation 3.3) 

 

3.4.2 Scheme Resolution with PARPS algorithm  
 

The combinations obtained from the number of transmitters within the 

schemes are termed as resource plans. The number of possible unique 

resource plans can be obtained from the combination of schemes 

whether the transmitter is involved during in the transmission or not. 

Hence, depending upon the frequencies of all the transmitters involved, 

several combinations of resource plans for the schemes involved can be 

obtained.  

 

The resource plans can be changed dynamically over different time 

slots. For each resource plan, the required number of channels and 

coverage probability changes as necessary. By using different resource 

plans at different time slots, the maximum spectral efficiency can be 

achieved by minimizing the channel requirements. The PARPS 

algorithm is used to dynamically allocate a resource plan to each 

timeslot, and assigns the incoming data packets to timeslots and 

transmitters [4]. The PARPS will select the best resource plan for each 

time slot, which covers programs with a greater number of zones.  Each 

resource plan consists of a number of channel requirements, coverage 

probability and spectral efficiency, which can be varied depending upon 

the resource plans.  
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The programs, which are to be telecasted in the channels, are queued 

one after another. Each program is scheduled in the queue with the 

assistance of scheduling algorithm that is included in the PARPS and 

the system is then able to send the majority of the packets. Intuitively, 

this algorithm assists in choosing the highest number of zones, which 

are held by the resource plan for each time slot. This is explained in the 

following figure which includes the zones, resource plans and the 

programs, which are in the queue. 

 

 

 

The three dimensional queue matrix can be represented as:  

 

 

Qpzr={
                                                                 
                                                                                                                        

 ……….. 3.5 

 

By using equation 3.5 the queue matrix for Resource plan 4 can be 

written as 

 

                                           Qpz4 =(
      
      
      

 
 
 
)  

 

 

Scheduling: 

 

A scheduling algorithm is used to dynamically allocate a resource plan 

to each timeslot, and it assigns the program to timeslots and zones. 

 

The matrix schedule resource plan to time slot can be represented as 

 

                       SR2T = {                                          
                                                                     

                         …. 3.6 

 

It assigns program to timeslot matrix can be represented as 

 

                      Ap2t= {                                        
                                                                     

                            …. 3.7 

 

Resource Plan 3 Resource Plan 4 

Zone 1 P1, P4 Zone 1 P3 

  Zone 2 P2 
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The assignment matrix for program to timeslot and zone can be 

represented as 

 

                      AP2TZ= {                                                
                                                                                    

               …3.8 

 

 

 

 

Scheme V: Multicasting over Non-SFN 

 

Non-SFN means that there is no SFN formation in this scheme. For ‘n’ 

number of transmitters this scheme results in 2n-1 number of possible 

combinations. Thus, with 3 transmitters, 7 possible combinations, 

known as Resource Plans, are possible.  

 

 
Fig 3.13 Multicasting over Non SFN 

 From the   figure it can be observed that the coverage probability varies 

from 16.66% to 66.66% and the number of channels from 1 to 2. Thus, by 

assigning different resource plans to different timeslots it is possible to 

achieve a maximum coverage probability and reduce the required 

number of channels so as to efficiently use the spectrum.   

 

For this example, the schedule matrix for the resource plan to timeslot 

is: 
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SR2T= (4, 3, 3)    using (3.6) 

 

Using equation 3.7 and equation 3.8, for these example matrices for 

program to timeslot and program to timeslot and zone becomes 

 

                       Ap2t  =(

   
   
   
   

)   {
                                                   
                                                                       

  

 

                  

                       AP2TZ = (
   
   

)  {          
      

 

 

Therefore the required number of channels becomes 3. Hence channel  

utilization and multiuser channel utilization becomes 0.71 and 11.11 

respectively and the coverage probability becomes 83.33% as shown in 

figure 3.14. 

 

 
Fig 3.14 Multicasting over Non SFN 

 

Scheme VI: Multicasting over CT-DSFN 

 

As described in the section (2.4), in CT-DSFN all the transmitters run at 

full power. As shown in the figure below with 3 transmitters, 5 possible 

combinations are possbile. 
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Fig 3.15 Multicasting over CT-DSFN 

 

 

For this example, the schedule matrix for the resource plan to timeslot 

is: 

 

SR2T= (2, 4, 5)    using (3.6) 

 

Using equation 3.7 and equation 3.8, for these example matrices for 

program to timeslot and program to timeslot and zone becomes 

 

                       Ap2t  =(

   
   
   
   

)   {
                                                   
                                                                       

  

 

                    

                       AP2TZ = (
   
   

)  {          
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Fig 3.16 Multicasting over CT-DSFN 

 

Therefore the required number of channels becomes 3. Hence channel 

utilization and multiuser channel utilization becomes 0.375 and 8.33 

respectively and the coverage probability becomes 100% as shown in 

figure 3.16. 

 

Scheme VII: Multicasting over NCT-DSFN 

  

As described in the section (2.4), in NCT-DSFN some transmitters are 

turned off in some resource plans. As shown in the figure below with 3 

transmitters, 14 possible combinations are possbile. 
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Fig 3.17 Multicasting over NCT-DSFN 

 

For this example, the schedule matrix for resource plan to timeslot is: 

 

SR2T= (12, 4, 9)    using (3.6) 

 

Using equation 3.7 and equation 3.8, for these example matrices for 

program to timeslot and program to timeslot and zone becomes 

 

                       Ap2t  =(

   
   
   
   

)   {
                                                   
                                                                       

  

 

                    

                       AP2TZ = (
   
   

)  {          
      

 

  

                                 

Therefore the required number of channels becomes 3. Hence channel 

utilization and multiuser channel utilization becomes 0.5 and 11.11 

respectively and the coverage probability becomes 100% as shown in 

below figure 3.18. 
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Fig 3.18 Multicasting over NCT-DSFN 
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4 Simulation Model 
This chapter provides the implementation of seven schemes for two 

cases, namely, the static model in which the position of the receivers is 

static and the random model in which the position of the receivers is 

random. Both cases are implemented in a homogeneous network. Ho-

mogeneous networks consist of a single network, where all the transmit-

ters belong to a single network. 

4.1 Static Model 
Simulation parameters and values used for the static model are repre-

sented in the Table 4.1. 

SYMBOL PARAMETER VALUE 

N_tx Number of transmitters 2,3,4,5,6,7 

N_rx Number of receivers 70 

N_pro Number of programs 32 

SINR Г  Signal to interference and noise ration  10dB 

G Antenna gain  

 

5.     

α Propagation path loss exponent  

 

4 

σ log-normal fading standard deviation  

 

0dB 

N external interference and noise level  

 

6 ∙     μW  

 

B_ch Channel Bandwidth 8 MHz 

                                  Table 4.1 Simulation Parameters and values for Static model 

From the section 3.4, it can be observed that the coverage probability for 

the MFN (Non-SFN) schemes I,II, III and V are from equations 3.2 and 

3.3, channel utilization and multiuser channel which depends on the 

number of channels (N_ch) required to deliver the TV programs  and 
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which will vary from one scheme to other.  Thus, one scheme i.e. 

Scheme I: Unicasting over MFN static model is shown in the figure 4.1 

for the number of transmitters, N_tx=7. 

 

Fig 4.1Unicasting over MFN – Static model (N_tx=7) 

                             

From section 3.4, it can be observed that the SFN schemes IV, VI, VII are 

have the same coverage probability. From equations 3.2 and 3.3, channel 

utilization and multiuser channel depends on the number of channels 

(N_ch) required to deliver the TV programs, which will vary from one 

scheme to other.  Thus, scheme IV: Broadcasting over SFN static model 

is shown in the figure 4.2 for the number of transmitters, N_tx=7. 
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Fig 4.2 Broadcasting over SFN – Static model (N_tx=7) 

From figure 4.1 and 4.2 it can be observed that the coverage probability 

for the scheme IV: Broadcasting over SFN is greater, 70%, when com-

pared to Scheme I: Unicasting over MFN 60% i.e. 10% more coverage 

probability for the same number of transmitters. 

4.2 Random Model 
In this section schemes for a random model are presented. In the ran-

dom model, using Zipf’s law the programs will be distributed among 

receivers. Zipf’s law states that the rank of any word is inversely pro-

portional to its frequency in the frequency table and vice versa [13]. In 

this work, the rank of the program is inversely proportional to its popu-

larity. I.e. the most popular program is placed in 1st rank, 2nd most popu-

lar program is placed in 2nd rank and so on. 

Simulation parameters and values used for the random model are 

represented in the Table 4.2 
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SYMBOL PARAMETER VALUE 

N_tx Number of transmitters 2,3,4,5,6,7 

N_rx Number of receivers 7000 

N_pro Number of programs 500 

SINR Г  Signal to interference and noise ration  10dB 

G Antenna gain  

 

5.     

α Propagation path loss exponent  

 

4 

σ log-normal fading standard deviation  

 

8dB 

θ zipf exponent  

 

0.95  

 

N external interference and noise level  

 

6 ∙     μW  

 

B_ch Channel Bandwidth 8 MHz 

                                         Table 4.2 Simulation Parameters and values for Random model 

 From the section 3.4, it can be observed that the coverage probability for 

the MFN (Non-SFN) schemes I, II, III and 5 are, from equations 3.2 and 

3.3, channel utilization and multiuser channel, which depends on the 

number of channels (N_ch) required to deliver the TV programs and 

which will vary from one scheme to other.  So one scheme i.e. Scheme I: 

Unicasting over MFN random model is shown in the figure 4.4 for a 

number of transmitters, N_tx=7. 
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Fig 4.3 Unicasting over MFN –Random model (N_tx=7) 

From section 3.4, it can be observed that SFN schemes IV, VI, VII have 

the same coverage probability. From equations 3.2 and 3.3, channel 

utilization and multiuser channel depends on the number of channels 

(N_ch) required to deliver the TV programs which will vary from one 

scheme to other.  Thus, scheme-IV random model is shown in the figure 

4.5 for a number of transmitters, N_tx=7. 

 

Fig 4.4 Broadcasting over SFN –Random model (N_tx=7) 

From figure 4.4 and 4.5 it can be observed that the coverage probability 

for the scheme-IV is has a greater coverage probability, namely 100% 

when compared to scheme-I 83.13% i.e. 16.87% more coverage probabil-

ity for the same number of transmitters. 
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5 Results 

5.1 Coverage probability 
In this section, the coverage probability for both the static model and 

random model are presented. For this evaluation as SINR value of 10dB 

has been taken. 

Figure 5.1 illustrates the evaluation of the coverage probability for MFN 

and SFN networks with the different number of transmitters for the 

static model case. 

             

 

 Fig 5.1 Coverage probability evaluation for MFN vs. SFN with different number of transmitters-static model 

From the figure 5.1, it can be observed that the coverage probability 

difference between SFN and MFN increases with the number of trans-

mitters, which means that by increasing the number of co-ordinated 

transmitters, greater coverage can be achieved with SFN as compared to 

MFN. From the figure 5.1 it can be observed that SFN with 6 transmit-

ters provides same the coverage probability as compared to the MFN 

with 7 transmitters.  
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Figure 5.2 illustrates the evaluation of the coverage probability for the 

MFN and SFN networks with the different number of transmitters for 

the random model case. 

                           

   

Fig 5.2 Coverage probability evaluation for MFN vs. SFN with different number of transmitters-random 

model 

From the figure 5.2 it is seen that, in a similar to that for the static model, 

the coverage probability difference between the SFN and MFN increases 

with the number of transmitters. Compared to the static model, in this 

model SFN with 6 transmitters provides a greater coverage area as 

compared to MFN with 7 transmitters which means that, compared to 

the MFN, the coverage area for SFN increases with the number of co-

ordinated transmitters and for an increased number of receivers.   

The coverage probability is calculated for a single value of SINR = 10 dB 

and is shown in the figures 5.1 and 5.2. In the next figures 5.3 and 5.4, 

the coverage probabilities are shown for these two cases i.e. MFN (Non-

SFN) and SFN for SINR values between 0 dB and 16 dB - static model 

and random model respectively. The y-axis represents the coverage 

probability and the x- axis represents SINR in dB.  
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                           Fig 5.3 Non-SFN and SFN coverage probability (y axis) vs. SINR (x axis) – Static Model 

From the figure 5.3 and 5.4, it can be observed that for all values of 

SINR, SFN offers more coverage probability as compared to MFN. As 

seen from figure 5.3, the diversity gain of 4.7dB for N_tx=6, which 

allows for a greater information/data rate for the same coverage area. 

The diversity gain of 6 dB for N_tx =7 is greater when compared to 4.7 

dB for N_tx=6. 

Fig 5.4 Non-SFN and SFN coverage probability (y axis) vs. SINR (x axis) – Random Model 

In a similar manner to that for the static model, in the random model 

case, for all values of SINR, SFN provides more coverage probability as 

compared to MFN. The diversity gain of 11.8dB for N_tx=7 is greater as 

compared to 5.6 dB for N_tx=5. As seen from the figures 5.3 and 5.4 the 

diversity gain is increasing with the number of transmitters, which 

means a greater additional information rate would be allowed. 

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 illustrate the diversity gain (dB) vs. number of 

transmitters for static model case and random model case respectively. 
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Fig 5.5 Diversity gain – Static Model 

 
 

Fig 5.6 Diversity gain – Random Model 
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5.2 Channel utilization 
This section presents the channel utilization in both the static model and 

random model. Channel utilization is calculated using equation 3.2. In 

this section the schemes behavior (in terms of channel utilization) with a 

different number of transmitters are analyzed. 

Figure 5.7 illustrates the channel utilization for the static model. The y-

axis represents the channel utilization and the x-axis is represents the 

number of transmitters.   

Fig 5.7 Channel utilization – Static Model 

From the figure 5.7, it is seen that among the MFN schemes, scheme-II is 

less efficient and scheme-V is more efficient and among the SFN 

schemes scheme-IV is less efficient and scheme-VII is the most efficient. 

Among all the schemes scheme-II is the least efficient and scheme-VII is 

the most efficient. Moreover, schemes V, VI, and VII offer a better per-

formance than the other schemes. Among schemes V, VI and VII, 

scheme-VI is less efficient than scheme-V and scheme-VII. Since scheme- 

V provides less coverage probability (Non-SFN) compared to scheme-

VII (SFN). From equation 3.4, the system spectral efficiency is directly 

proportional to the channel utilization; hence scheme-VII would provide 
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a better SSE (see section 5.4). Also, it is seen that, with an increasing 

number of transmitters, the channel utilization is decreasing in schemes 

V, VI and VII. 

Figure 5.8 illustrates the channel utilization for the random model, 

where the y-axis represents the channel utilization and the x-axis repre-

sents the number of transmitters. 

Fig 5.8 Channel utilization – Random Model 

From the figure 5.8, it is seen that among the MFN schemes, scheme-I is 

less efficient and scheme-V is more efficient. Unlike the case for the 

static model, (scheme II is less efficient) in the random model scheme-I 

is the least efficient because of a greater number of receivers being used 

in this model, which requires an increased number of channels to tele-

cast the TV programs (in static model 70 receivers are used and in 

random model 7000 receivers are used). In addition, among the SFN 

schemes scheme-IV is less efficient and scheme-VII is the most efficient. 

Among the entire schemes, scheme-I is the least efficient and scheme-VII 

is the most efficient. Moreover, schemes V, VI, and VII provide a better 

performance than other schemes. Among schemes V, VI and VII, 

scheme-VI is less efficient than schemes-V and scheme-VII. It is also 

seen, in a similar manner to that for the static model, that with an in-
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creasing number of transmitters, the channel utilization is decreasing in 

schemes V, VI and VII. 

5.3 Multiuser channel utilization 
This section presents the multiuser channel utilization in both the static 

model and random model. Multiuser channel utilization is calculated 

using equation 3.3. In this section the schemes behaviors (in terms of 

channel utilization) with different numbers of transmitters are analyzed. 

Figure 5.9 illustrates the multiuser channel utilization for a static model. 

The y-axis represents multiuser channel utilization and the x-axis repre-

sents the number of transmitters. 

Fig 5.9 Multiuser Channel utilization – Static Model 

From the figure 5.9, it is seen that among the MFN schemes, scheme-II is 

less efficient and scheme-V is more efficient and among the SFN 

schemes, scheme-IV is less efficient and scheme-VII is the most efficient. 

Among all the schemes, scheme-II is the least efficient and scheme-VII is 

the most efficient. Moreover, schemes V, VI, and VII offer a better per-

formance than other schemes. Among schemes V, VI and VII, scheme-VI 

is less efficient than schemes-V and scheme-VII. From equation 3.5, 

MSSE is directly proportional to channel utilization; hence scheme-VII 
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would provide a better MSSE (see section 5.5). Also, it is seen that, with 

an increasing number of transmitters, the multiuser channel utilization 

is decreasing in schemes V, VI and VII.  

Figure 5.10 illustrates the multiuser channel utilization for the random 

model. The y-axis represents Multiuser channel utilization and the x-

axis represents the number of transmitters. 

Fig 5.10 Multiuser Channel utilization – Random Model 

From the figure 5.10, it is seen that among the MFN schemes, scheme-I 

is less efficient and scheme-V is more efficient. Unlike the case for the 

static model, (scheme II is less efficient) in the random model scheme-I 

is the least efficient because of the increase in the number of receivers 

being used in this model which requires a greater number of channels to 

telecast the TV programs (in static model 70 receivers are used and in 

random model 7000 receivers are used). In addition, all SFN schemes are 

more efficient than MFN schemes. Among SFN schemes scheme-IV is 

less efficient and scheme-VII is the most efficient. Among the entire 

schemes scheme-I is the least efficient and scheme-VII is the most effi-

cient. Moreover, schemes V, VI, and VII provide a better performance 

than other schemes. Among the schemes V, VI and VII, scheme-VI is less 

efficient than scheme-V and scheme-VII. Also it is seen that in a similar 
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manner to that for the static model, with increasing number of transmit-

ters the channel utilization is decreasing in schemes V, VI and VII. 

5.4 System Spectral Efficiency 
In this section the SSE in both the static model and random model are 

presented. SSE is calculated using equation 3.4. Supported channel 

bandwidths of DVB-T/H are 5MHz, 6MHz, 7MHz, and 8MHz.  For this 

evaluation, an 8MHz channel bandwidth has been taken (See table 4.1 

and 4.2).In this section the schemes behaviors for SSE (pro-

grams.bit/s/Hz/transmitter) with different numbers of transmitters are 

analyzed. 

 

 

 Fig 5.11 System Spectral Efficiency – Static Model 

 

Figure 5.11 illustrates the SSE for static model. The y-axis represents 

System Spectral Efficiency (prorams.bit/s/Hz/ transmitter) and the x-axis 

represents the number of transmitters. 

As seen from figure 5.11, scheme-II provides a poor SSE and scheme-VII 

provides a better SSE. In addition, it is seen that with an increasing 
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number of transmitters the SSE is decreasing in schemes V, VI and VII. 

The SSE performance analysis is shown in the table 5.1.  

 

Figure 5.12 illustrates the SSE for random model. The y-axis represents 

System Spectral Efficiency (prorams.bit/s/Hz/ transmitter) and the x-axis 

represents the number of transmitters. 

 

Fig 5.12 System Spectral Efficiency – Random Model 

As seen from figure 5.12, scheme-I provides a poor SSE (see section 5.2) 

and scheme-VII provides a better SSE. Also it is seen that with the 

increasing number of transmitters the SSE is decreasing in schemes V, 

VI and VII. The SSE performance analysis is shown in the table 5.2.  

5.5 Multiuser System Spectral Efficiency 
In this section the Multiuser System Spectral Efficiency (MSSE) in both 

the static model and random model are presented. MSSE is calculated 

using equation 3.5. In this section the schemes behaviors for Multiuser 

System Spectral Efficiency (users.bit/s/Hz/transmitter) with a different 

number of transmitters are analyzed. 
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Figure 5.11 illustrates the MSSE for static model. The x-axis represents 

the number of transmitters and the y-axis represents Multiuser System 

Spectral Efficiency (users.bit/s/Hz/ transmitter). 

 

Fig 5.13 Multiuser System Spectrum Efficiency – Static Model 

From the figure 5.13, it is seen that among the MFN schemes, scheme-II 

provides a poor MSSE and scheme-V provides a better MSSE and 

among the SFN schemes scheme-IV provides a poor MSSE and scheme- 

VII provides a better MSSE. Among all the schemes, scheme-II provides 

a poor MSSE and scheme-VII provides a poor MSSE.    

Additionally, it is seen that with an increasing number of transmitters, 

the MSSE is decreasing in schemes V, VI and VII. The MSSE perfor-

mance analysis is shown in the table 5.3.  

 

Figure 5.11 illustrates the MSSE for random model. The x-axis repre-

sents the number of transmitters and the y-axis represents the System 

Spectral Efficiency (users.bit/s/Hz/ transmitter). 
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Fig 5.14 Multiuser System Spectrum Efficiency – Random Model 

From the figure 5.14, it is seen that among the MFN schemes, scheme-I 

provides a poor MSSE and scheme-V provides a better MSSE and 

among the SFN schemes, scheme-IV provides a poor MSSE and scheme-

II provides a better MSSE. Among all the schemes, scheme-I provides a 

poor MSSE and scheme-VII provides a better MSSE. It can also be seen 

that with an increasing number of transmitters, the MSSE is decreasing 

in schemes V, VI and VII. The MSSE performance analysis is shown in 

table 5.4.  

 

5.6 Comparison Summary 
Scheme II: Broadcasting over MFN which means scheme II is DVB-

T/T2/H over MFN, scheme IV: Broadcasting over SFN is DVB-T/T2/H 

over SFN. In scheme VI: Multicasting over CT-DSFN all the transmitters 

are always transmitting programs with full power. Hence this scheme is 

possible for adapting existing DVB-T/T2/H without any change in the 

existing infrastructure. Hence in this section, scheme-VI (proposed 

scheme) vs. scheme-II (DVB-T/T2/H over MFN) and scheme-IV (DVB-

T/T2/H over SFN) are analyzed in terms of SSE and MSSE for different 

numbers of transmitters for both the static and random model cases. 

Scheme III: Multicasting over MFN is eMBMS over MFN, scheme V: 

Multicasting over Non-SFN is eMBMS without SFN, scheme VII: Multi-

casting over NCT-DSFN is to be used with eMBMS. Hence in this 

scheme-VII vs. scheme-III and scheme-V are compared and analyzed in 
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terms of SSE and MSSE for different numbers of transmitters for both 

the static and random models.   

The comparison of SSE for the static model is shown in table 5.1. Table 

5.1 shows that scheme-VI provides a better performance in all cases. 

Scheme-VI can offer 1268% gain from scheme-II for 2 transmitters and 

365% gain from scheme-IV for the same number of transmitters i.e. 

N_tx=2. Also, compared to scheme-III and scheme-V, scheme-VII pro-

vides a better performance in all the cases. Scheme-VII provides a max-

imum of 464% gain as compared to scheme-III and a 34% gain from 

scheme-V. 

 

                    SSE comparison in DVB-T/T2/H and eMBMS – static model 

              DVB-T/T2/H                 eMBMS 
Number of 

transmitters 

Scheme II vs. 

Scheme VI 

Scheme IV vs. 

Scheme VI 

Scheme III vs. 

Scheme VII 

Scheme V vs. 

Scheme VII 

2 1268% 365% 464% 34% 

3 1237% 357% 437% 31% 

4 1201% 342% 360% 26% 

5 1164% 317% 292% 22% 

6 1117% 294% 233% 18% 

7 1059% 266% 168% 14.57% 
Table 5.1 Scheme VI vs. Scheme II and IV, Scheme VII vs. Scheme III, V– Static model SSE comparison 

 

The comparison of SSE for the random model is shown in the table 5.2. 

In a similar manner to that for the static model, table 5.2 shows that 

scheme-VI provides a better performance in all cases as compared to 

scheme-II and scheme-IV. Scheme-VII also provides a better SSE as 

compared to scheme-III and scheme-V. 

            SSE comparison in DVB-T/T2/H and eMBMS – Random model 

              DVB-T/T2/H                 eMBMS 
Number of 

transmitters 

Scheme II vs. 

Scheme VI 

Scheme IV vs. 

Scheme VI 

Scheme III vs. 

Scheme VII 

Scheme V vs. 

Scheme VII 

2 1488% 582% 787% 38% 

3 1465% 558% 778% 35% 

4 1403% 525% 739% 32% 

5 1356% 491% 685% 27.6% 

6 1298% 446% 616% 23% 

7 1213% 428% 562% 19% 
Table 5.2 Scheme VI vs. Scheme II and IV, Scheme VII vs. Scheme III, V– Random model SSE comparison 
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The comparison of MSSE for the static model is shown in table 5.3. Table 

5.3 shows that scheme-VI always performs better in all cases. Scheme-VI 

offers a 1347% gain over scheme-II for 2 transmitters and a 591% gain 

from scheme-IV for the same number of transmitters i.e. N_tx=2. Also, 

compared to scheme-III and scheme-V, scheme-VII always performs 

better in all cases. Scheme-VII provides a maximum 626% gain as com-

pared to scheme-III and a 47% gain over scheme-V. 

                 MSSE comparison in DVB-T/T2/H and eMBMS – static model 

              DVB-T/T2/H                 eMBMS 
Number of 

transmitters 

Scheme II vs. 

Scheme VI 

Scheme IV vs. 

Scheme VI 

Scheme III vs. 

Scheme VII 

Scheme V vs. 

Scheme VII 

2 1347% 591% 626% 47% 

3 1309% 563% 603% 45% 

4 1276% 531% 572% 41% 

5 1248% 477% 534% 38% 

6 1204% 427% 487% 34% 

7 1163% 386% 429% 29% 

     
Table 5.3 Scheme VI vs. Scheme II and IV, Scheme VII vs. Scheme III, V – Static model MSSE comparison 

 

The comparison of MSSE for the random model is shown in the table 

5.4. In a similar manner to that for the static model, Table 5.4 shows that 

scheme-VI provides a better performance in all cases as compared to 

scheme-II and scheme-IV. Scheme-VII can also offer a better MSSE as 

compared to scheme-III and scheme-V. 

 

          MSSE comparison in DVB-T/T2/H and eMBMS – Random model 

              DVB-T/T2/H                 eMBMS 
Number of 

transmitters 

Scheme II vs. 

Scheme VI 

Scheme IV vs. 

Scheme VI 

Scheme III vs. 

Scheme VII 

Scheme V vs. 

Scheme VII 

2 1539% 782% 803% 68% 

3 1498% 774% 785% 64% 

4 1457% 743% 752% 61% 

5 1416% 682% 721% 56% 

6 1379% 633% 689% 51% 

7 1342% 582% 652% 47% 

     
Table 5.4 Scheme VI vs. Scheme II and IV, Scheme VII vs. Scheme III, V– Random model MSSE comparison 
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As seen from the tables 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, the gain is gradually de-

creasing with the increasing number of transmitters for scheme-VI and 

scheme-VII. Hence the proposed schemes (schemes V, VI and VII) are 

feasible for systems with low to medium number of transmitters.  
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6 Conclusions 
 

Each of the following schemes are designed and analyzed for different 

number of transmitters in static and random cases for a homogeneous 

network. 

Scheme I: Unicasting over MFN 

Scheme II: Broadcasting over MFN 

Scheme III: Multicasting over MFN 

Scheme IV: Broadcasting over SFN 

Scheme V: Multicasting over NON-SFN 

Scheme VI: Multicasting over CT-DSFN 

Scheme VII: Multicasting over NCT-DSFN (Keyed DSFN) 

 

In the analysed schemes, scheme-I, scheme-II and scheme-III are Multi 

Frequency Networks (MFN) and scheme-IV, scheme-VI and scheme-VII 

are Single Frequency Network (SFN) and scheme-V is NON-SFN which 

can be referred as MFN. Three transmission systems i.e. unicasting, 

broadcasting and multicasting are designed and analysed for both MFN 

and SFN with a different number of transmitters. All the schemes are 

evaluated in both static and random cases for a homogeneous network. 

In homogenous networks, all the transmitters belong to one single 

network. In the static model, the receivers are positioned statically i.e. at 

fixed positions. In the random model, the receivers are positioned 

randomly and using Zipf’s Law, TV programs are distributed among 

the receivers. 

Among MFN schemes, scheme I: unicasting over MFN, each receiver 

requires one dedicated channel to receive the TV program. It requires an 

increased number of channels for a system with a greater number of 

receivers, which is inefficient. Scheme II: broadcasting over MFN, each 

transmitter requires a separate channel for each TV program, which is 

also inefficient for a system with a greater number of transmitters and 

TV programs. Scheme III: multicasting over MFN, in this scheme each 

transmitter transmits the TV program if viewers exist for these pro-

grams. Among all the MFN schemes, scheme-III is efficient. Among all 

the SFN schemes, scheme IV: broadcasting over SFN, requires only 

transmitting all the TV programs since all the transmitters belong to one 

network. Scheme VI: multicasting over CT-DSFN, in Continuous 
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Transmission Dynamic Single Frequency Network all the transmitters 

are transmitting with full power. Scheme VII: Multicasting over NCT-

DSFN, in Non-Continuous Transmission Dynamic Single Frequency 

Network some transmitters are turned off in some resource plans. 

Scheme V: Multicasting over Non-SFN, there is no SFN formation in this 

scheme and it behaves in a similar manner to MFN. 

In the results chapter, it has been verified that compared to MFN, SFN 

offers an increased coverage probability for all the cases (see Fig. 5.1 and 

5.2). Even though SFN offers more coverage probability than MFN, in 

order to determine the diversity gain, the coverage probabilities are 

maintained equal for all the cases. From the figures Fig. 5.5 and 5.6, it is 

shown that, with an increase in the number of transmitters, the diversity 

gain is also increasing. The reason for the improved diversity gain in 

SFN over MFN is, the maximum received power becomes larger than 

the noise, so the signal quality improves. The maximum received power 

increases even more with the increase in the number of transmitters, 

which means a better data rate can be achieved. SFN always offers a 

better diversity gain as compared to MFN for all the cases.  

Channel utilization and multiuser channel utilization is inversely pro-

portional to the number of channels required to transmit the TV pro-

grams (See Equations 3.2 and 3.3). System Spectral Efficiency (SSE) and 

Multiuser System Spectral Efficiency (MSSE) are directly proportional to 

channel utilization and multiuser channel utilization respectively (see 

equations 3.4 and 3.5). SSE and MSSE depend on the number of chan-

nels required, diversity gain, number of covered programs, number of 

programs available, number of transmitters, number of receivers, and 

the number of covered receivers. Compared to SFN over MFN, SSE and 

MSSE are increasing because of the improved diversity gain. As ex-

plained in section 5.6, scheme II and Scheme IV are existing DVB-T2/H 

over MFN and SFN respectively. Scheme-VI is proposed for DVB-T2/H. 

It has been verified that scheme-VI provides a better performance in all 

cases over scheme-II and scheme-IV in terms of SSE and MSSE. Scheme-

VI can offer a 1488% gain in SSE from scheme-II for 2 transmitters and a 

582% gain in SSE from scheme-IV for the same number of transmitters 

i.e. N_tx=2 for the random model (see table 5.2). Scheme-VI can offer a 

1539% gain in MSSE from scheme-II 2 transmitters and a 782% gain in 

MSSE from scheme-IV for the same number of transmitters i.e. N_tx=2 

for the random model (see table 5.4).  
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Scheme III: Multicasting over MFN is eMBMS over MFN, Scheme V: 

Multicasting over Non-SFN is eMBMS without DSFN, Scheme VII: 

Multicasting over NCT-DSFN is to be used with eMBMS. It has been 

verified that scheme-VII provides a better performance in all cases over 

scheme-III and scheme-V in terms of SSE and MSSE. Scheme-VII can 

offer a 787% gain in SSE from scheme-III for 2 transmitters and a 38% 

gain in SSE from scheme-V for the same number of transmitters i.e. 

N_tx=2 for the random model (see table 5.2). Scheme-VII can offer an 

803% gain in MSSE from scheme-III for 2  transmitters and a 68% gain in 

MSSE from scheme-V for the same number of transmitters i.e. N_tx=2 

for the random model (see table 5.4).  Therefore, the more the TV pro-

grams, better data rate, and more coverage can be achieved with an 

increase in gain for SSE and MSSE.   

 

As stated previously, DVB-T2/H and the eMBMS are accommodated use 

in single frequency networks. Hence the proposed schemes are feasible 

to be used. Since the existing DVB-T2/H does not yet support transmit-

ter ON and OFF, the deployment of schemes V and VII in the existing 

system remains to be seen. Deploying scheme-VI is feasible in the exist-

ing DVB-T2/H since it is possible to create the timeslots by time slicing. 

In the used simulation model, the receivers are positioned randomly 

into the constant area. Then transmitters are added one after another 

into the same area, which results in the overlapping of transmitters. 

Hence, some receivers are covered by more than one transmitter and 

also a fixed number of receivers per transmitter are not maintained. 

Because of these two factors, the channel utilization, SSE and MSSE are 

decreasing with the increase in the number of transmitters. SSE, MSSE 

might be increased by maintaining a fixed number of receivers per 

transmitters, by implementing an effective scheduling algorithm and by 

extending the area in which to place the transmitters (future work 

suggestion). The scheduling algorithm is implemented in DVB-T2/H 

MUX and the service provider is unable to store information about the 

viewers, and hence viewers’ privacy can be protected. 
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Future work 
In this section, the future works that can further improve this thesis 

work are suggested  

 Reducing the Number of Resource Plans: As seen above the number 

of resource plans are increasing non-polynomially with the in-

creasing number of transmitters. For practical implementation 

the resource plans must be minimized.  

 Scheduling algorithm: These results can be improved by imple-

menting effective scheduling algorithm. 

 Protocol Implementation: This thesis work can be further imple-

mented for practical systems by taking real time values for An-

tenna gain, Propagation path loss exponent, noise level.  

 Further research work can be carried out on fixing a constant 

number of receivers per transmitters and extending the area of 

the transmitters. 

 Further research can be carried out on the Deployment of Scheme 

VII in the existing DVB-T2/H. 

 The results can be improved further by applying fading and be-

ing implemented in a heterogeneous network. 

 eMBMS: The implementation of the proposed schemes in eMBMS 

can be further studied by considering power control and radio 

resource management. 
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Appendix 
In the first section the Matlab code for generating resource plans for 

different number of transmitters is shown. In the next section Matlab 

code for Scheme II and IV for  random model are presented. 

Generating possible resource plans  
Ntx=3; 

keyedsfn=1; %1 if keyed transmitter power. 0 if continous transmission. 

N0=1e-8; %Noise power 

PtxG=1e-9; % Transmitter power * antenna gains. Received power at ref 

distance 1. 

j=1j; 

txpos=[exp(j*2*pi*[0:(Ntx-1)]/Ntx)*0.5]; %Place all transmitters on a 

circle. 

if keyedsfn 

    txpos(end+1)=inf; 

end 

sirreq = 3; 

Nrx=1000; 

  

%rxpos = (rand(1,Nrx)+j*rand(1,Nrx))*2-1-j; 

rxposvect=-1:0.01:1; 

rxpos=repmat(rxposvect, length(rxposvect), 1)+1i*repmat(rxposvect', 1, 

length(rxposvect)); 

%plot(rxpos,'y.') 

%hold on 

%plot(txpos,'x') 

%hold on 

disp(['Number of possible SFN:s ' int2str(2^Ntx-1)]) 

disp(['Number of CT-DSFN resource plans ' 

int2str(bell(Ntx+keyedsfn))]) 

clear prx 

for txno=1:(Ntx) 

    prx(:,:,txno) = PtxG*(abs(rxpos-txpos(txno)).^(-4)+abs(rxpos-

txpos(txno)).^(-4)); 

end 

if keyedsfn 

    prx(:,:,end+1) = NaN; 

end 
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% %PLOT ALL POSSIBLE SFNs: 

% for sfnno=1:(2^(Ntx)-1) 

%     txset=(dec2bin(sfnno,Ntx)=='1'); 

%     sir = sum(prx(:,:,txset),3) ./ (N0 + sum(prx(:,:,~txset),3)); 

%     %sir=(prx(:,:,1)+prx(:,:,2)+prx(:,:,3))./(prx(:,:,4)+N0); 

%     contour(real(rxpos),imag(rxpos),sir,[sirreq, sirreq]) 

% end 

  

%PLOT ALL POSSIBLE RPs: 

part=SetPartition(Ntx+keyedsfn); 

totprx=sum(prx(:,:,1:Ntx),3); 

Nrp=bell(Ntx+keyedsfn); 

nsubplotcols=ceil(sqrt(Nrp+1)); 

nsubplotrows=ceil((Nrp+1)/nsubplotcols); 

figure 

colors='rgbcmykw'; 

rp2pos=zeros(size(rxpos)); 

for rpno=Nrp:-1:(1+keyedsfn) %order from highest throughput (highest 

no of sfns) to lowest. to lowest 

    subplot(nsubplotrows, nsubplotcols, Nrp-rpno+1); 

    plot(txpos,'x'); 

    hold on 

    for sfnno=1:(length(part{rpno})) 

        txset=part{rpno}{sfnno}; 

        signal=sum(prx(:,:,txset),3); 

        if length(find(Ntx+1==txset)) 

  

        else 

            if sum(isnan(signal(:)))>0 

                warning('NaN in signal.') 

            end 

            sir = signal ./ (N0 + totprx - signal); 

            %sir=(prx(:,:,1)+prx(:,:,2)+prx(:,:,3))./(prx(:,:,4)+N0); 

            contour(rxposvect,rxposvect,sir,[sirreq, 

sirreq],colors(mod(sfnno,length(colors))+1)); 

            rp2pos((rp2pos==0)&(sir>sirreq))=rpno; 

        end 

    end 

    axis equal 

end 

subplot(nsubplotrows, nsubplotcols, Nrp+1) 
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plot(txpos,'x'); 

% colormap('hot') 

% image(rxposvect,rxposvect,sqrt(rp2pos)*64/sqrt(Nrp)); 

     

hold off 

Scheme II: Broadcasting over MFN 
        % This script demonstrates the Scheme-II which is Broad casting 

over MFN. The circle represents the Tx and different color symbols 

        % represent different TV program receivers position 

  

        clear all % clears all 

        figure 

        for sim_run=1:1 

            % figure % figure 

            % colors='rgbcmk';  % each color for each TV program 

            % colors='rgbcmkrgbcmkrgbcmkrgbcmkrgbcmk';  % each color 

for each TV program 

            colors='ymcrgbk'; 

  

            hold all 

             

            alfa=4; % Wave propagation model exponent 

            G=5*1e-4; % Gain between transmitter and receiver. Depends on 

transmission power, antenna height, antenna direction, frequency, 

fading. 

            n0=6*1e-8; % Noise level including interference from external 

transmitters, outside our system. Depends on channel bandwidth in 

hertz. 

            gamma0 = 10; % Required signal to noise and interference ratio. 

            theta=0.95; %zipf parameter takes as 0.85, usually between 0.5 

and 1 

            % Assignment plan T(r,z,i) = 1 if transmitter i is assigned to zone 

z of plan r 

            

            %Assign and plot transmitter positions and range: % 

            theta_z = linspace(0, 2*pi, 360); %# divide circle by N points 

(length of data) 

            %Tx BS radius,calculated using Eq(3.4).Calculation has been 

shown in Example 1 

            R =5.37; 
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            % R =6.39; 

            a=imread('bs.jpg');    % read the BS image 

            N_pro=1500; % total number of TV programs 

            n=7; 

             if n==1 

                %         NRx=sum(NRx_net1  ); %total number of receivers 

receiving the programs 

                Trzi = ([1 0]); 

                %Assign and plot transmitter positions and range: % 

                z_tx = [-5.5+1j*5.5]; % position of the transmitters 

                imagesc([-6.5 -4.5],[2 4], a); % BS image at Tx position 1 

            elseif n==2 

                %         NRx=sum(NRx_net1+NRx_net2  ); %total number of 

receivers receiving the programs 

                Trzi = ([1 0 ; 0 1 ]); 

                %Assign and plot transmitter positions and range: % 

                z_tx = [ 18+2*1j, 6+2*1j]; % position of the transmitters                

                imagesc([18  20],[2 4], a);% BS image at Tx position 2 

                imagesc([6 8],[2 4], a);% BS image at Tx position 3 

            elseif n==3 

                %         NRx=sum(NRx_net1+NRx_net2+NRx_net3 ); %total 

number of receivers receiving the programs 

                Trzi = ([1 0 0  ; 0 1 0  ;0 0 1  ]); 

                %Assign and plot transmitter positions and range: % 

                z_tx = [18+2*1j, 6+2*1j, 12+12*1j]; % position of the transmitters 

                imagesc([18  20],[2 4], a);% BS image at Tx position 2 

                imagesc([6 8],[2 4], a);% BS image at Tx position 3 

                imagesc([12 14],[12 14], a);% BS image at Tx position 3 

            elseif n==4 

                %         NRx=sum(NRx_net1+NRx_net2+NRx_net3+NRx_net4 ); 

%total number of receivers receiving the programs 

                Trzi = ([1 0 0 0 ; 0 1 0 0 ;0 0 1 0;0 0 0 1  ]); 

                %Assign and plot transmitter positions and range: % 

                z_tx = [18+2*1j, 6+2*1j, 12+12*1j, 0+12*1j]; % position of the 

transmitters 

                imagesc([18  20],[2 4], a);% BS image at Tx position 2 

                imagesc([6 8],[2 4], a);% BS image at Tx position 3 

                imagesc([12 14],[12 14], a);% BS image at Tx position 3 

                imagesc([0 2],[12 14], a);% BS image at Tx position 3 

            elseif n==5 
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                %         

NRx=sum(NRx_net1+NRx_net2+NRx_net3+NRx_net4+NRx_net5 ); 

%total number of receivers receiving the programs 

                Trzi = ([1 0 0 0 0; 0 1 0 0 0;0 0 1 0 0; 0 0 0 1 0;0 0 0 0 1]); 

                %Assign and plot transmitter positions and range: % 

              z_tx = [18+2*1j, 6+2*1j, 12+12*1j, 0+12*1j,24+12*1j]; % position of 

the transmitters 

                imagesc([18  20],[2 4], a);% BS image at Tx position 2 

                imagesc([6 8],[2 4], a);% BS image at Tx position 3 

                imagesc([12 14],[12 14], a);% BS image at Tx position 3 

                imagesc([0 2],[12 14], a);% BS image at Tx position 3 

                imagesc([24 26],[12 14], a);% BS image at Tx position 3 

            elseif n==6 

                Trzi = ([1 0 0 0 0 0; 0 1 0 0 0 0;0 0 1 0 0 0; 0 0 0 1 0 0;0 0 0 0 1 0;0 0 

0 0 0 1]); 

                z_tx = [18+2*1j, 6+2*1j, 12+12*1j, 0+12*1j,24+12*1j,6+22*1j]; % 

position of the transmitters 

                imagesc([18  20],[2 4], a);% BS image at Tx position 2 

                imagesc([6 8],[2 4], a);% BS image at Tx position 3 

                imagesc([12 14],[12 14], a);% BS image at Tx position 3 

                imagesc([0 2],[12 14], a);% BS image at Tx position 3 

                imagesc([24 26],[12 14], a);% BS image at Tx position 3 

                imagesc([6 8],[22 24], a);% BS image at Tx position 3 

            elseif n==7 

                Trzi = ([1 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0 1 0 0 0 0 0;0 0 1 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 1 0 0 0;0 0 0 0 

0 1 0;0 0 0 0 0 1 0;0 0 0 0 0 0 1]); 

                z_tx = [18+2*1j, 6+2*1j, 12+12*1j, 0+12*1j,24+12*1j,6+22*1j, 

18+22*1j]; % position of the transmitters 

%                 z_tx = [18+2*1j, 6+2*1j,0+12*1j,6+22*1j, 18+22*1j,24+12*1j, 

12+12*1j]; % position of the transmitters 

                imagesc([18  20],[2 4], a);% BS image at Tx position 2 

                imagesc([6 8],[2 4], a);% BS image at Tx position 3 

                imagesc([12 14],[12 14], a);% BS image at Tx position 3 

                imagesc([0 2],[12 14], a);% BS image at Tx position 3 

                imagesc([24 26],[12 14], a);% BS image at Tx position 3 

                imagesc([6 8],[22 24], a);% BS image at Tx position 3 

            end 

             

            %zipf law number of program to receivers distribution 

            for iter=1:7 

                % varname_i=3*(i^2); 
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                eval(['pro_net' num2str(iter) '(:,' num2str(sim_run) 

')=randperm(' num2str(N_pro) ')']); 

                eval(['NRx_net' num2str(iter) '=500']); 

            end 

            

NRx=sum(NRx_net1+NRx_net2+NRx_net3+NRx_net4+NRx_net5+NRx_

net6+NRx_net7 ); %total number of receivers receiving the programs 

            %randomized receiver positions for network 1 

            z_rx1 = (25*rand(NRx_net1,1)+27*1j*rand(NRx_net1,1)); 

            z_rx1 =z_rx1(:); 

            %randomized receiver positions for network 2 

            z_rx2 = ( 17*rand(NRx_net2,1)+20*1j*rand(NRx_net2,1)); 

            z_rx2 =z_rx2(:); 

            %randomized receiver positions for network 3 

            z_rx3 = (28*rand(NRx_net3,1)+20*1j*rand(NRx_net3,1));             

            z_rx3 =z_rx3(:); 

  

            %randomized receiver positions for network 4 

            z_rx4 = (17*rand(NRx_net4,1)+18*1j*rand(NRx_net4,1)); 

            z_rx4 =z_rx4(:); 

            %randomized receiver positions for network 5 

            z_rx5 = (22*rand(NRx_net5,1)+22*1j*rand(NRx_net5,1));              

            z_rx5 =z_rx5(:); 

            %randomized receiver positions for network 6 

            z_rx6 = (12*rand(NRx_net6,1)+23*1j*rand(NRx_net6,1) );             

            z_rx6 =z_rx6(:); 

             %randomized receiver positions for network 5 

            z_rx7 = (-7*rand(NRx_net7,1)+24*1j*rand(NRx_net7,1));              

            z_rx7 =z_rx7(:); 

             

%                  

            z_rx_net1(:,sim_run)=[z_rx1(:);z_rx2(:);z_rx3(:)]; 

            z_rx_net2(:,sim_run)=[z_rx4(:);z_rx5(:) ]; 

            

z_rx_het(:,sim_run)=[z_rx1(:);z_rx2(:);z_rx3(:);z_rx4(:);z_rx5(:);z_rx6(:);z_

rx7(:) ]; 

            z_rx_het4(:,sim_run) = 

[z_rx1(:);z_rx2(:);z_rx3(:);z_rx4(:);z_rx5(:);z_rx6(:);z_rx7(:)  ]; 

            %zipf 

            r_pro_net1(:,sim_run)=1./(pro_net1(:,sim_run).^theta); %rank 

(program p is p'th popular) 
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            f_program_net1= 

(((1./(pro_net1(:,sim_run).^theta)))./sum(r_pro_net1(:,sim_run))); %zipf 

law program frequency 

            zipf_pro2rx_net1 = round(f_program_net1.*NRx_net1);%zipf law 

number of program to receivers distribution 

            pro_remo=find(zipf_pro2rx_net1(:)==1); 

            while(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net1(:))>NRx_net1) 

                for rr=1:length(pro_remo) 

                    if(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net1(:))>NRx_net1) 

                        zipf_pro2rx_net1(pro_remo(rr))=0; 

                    end 

                end 

            end 

            pro_add=find(zipf_pro2rx_net1(:)==0); 

            while(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net1(:))<NRx_net1) 

                 

                if(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net1)<NRx_net1) 

                    for rr=1:(NRx_net1-sum(zipf_pro2rx_net1)) 

                        zipf_pro2rx_net1((rr))=zipf_pro2rx_net1((rr))+1; 

                    end 

                end 

                %     end 

            end 

            r_pro_net2(:,sim_run)=1./(pro_net2(:,sim_run).^theta); %rank 

(program p is p'th popular) 

            f_program_net2= 

(((1./(pro_net2(:,sim_run).^theta)))./sum(r_pro_net2(:,sim_run))); %zipf 

law program frequency 

            zipf_pro2rx_net2 = round(f_program_net2.*NRx_net2);%zipf law 

number of program to receivers distribution 

            pro_remo1=find(zipf_pro2rx_net2(:)==1); 

            while(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net2(:))>NRx_net2) 

                for rr=1:length(pro_remo1) 

                    if(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net2(:))>NRx_net2) 

                        zipf_pro2rx_net2(pro_remo1(rr))=0; 

                    end 

                end 

            end 

            pro_add1=find(zipf_pro2rx_net2(:)==0); 

            while(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net2(:))<NRx_net2) 
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                if(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net2)<NRx_net2) 

                    for rr=1:(NRx_net2-sum(zipf_pro2rx_net2)) 

                        zipf_pro2rx_net2((rr))=zipf_pro2rx_net2((rr))+1; 

                    end 

                end 

                %     end 

            end 

            %-------------------------------------- 

            r_pro_net3(:,sim_run)=1./(pro_net3(:,sim_run).^theta); %rank 

(program p is p'th popular) 

            f_program_net3= 

(((1./(pro_net3(:,sim_run).^theta)))./sum(r_pro_net3(:,sim_run))); %zipf 

law program frequency 

            zipf_pro2rx_net3 = round(f_program_net3.*NRx_net3);%zipf law 

number of program to receivers distribution 

            pro_remo3=find(zipf_pro2rx_net3(:)==1); 

            while(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net3(:))>NRx_net3) 

                for rr=1:length(pro_remo3) 

                    if(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net3(:))>NRx_net3) 

                        zipf_pro2rx_net3(pro_remo3(rr))=0; 

                    end 

                end 

            end 

            pro_add3=find(zipf_pro2rx_net3(:)==0); 

            while(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net3(:))<NRx_net3) 

                

                if(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net3)<NRx_net3) 

                    for rr=1:(NRx_net3-sum(zipf_pro2rx_net3)) 

                        zipf_pro2rx_net3((rr))=zipf_pro2rx_net3((rr))+1; 

                    end 

                end 

                %     end 

            end 

            %-------------------------------------- 

            r_pro_net4(:,sim_run)=1./(pro_net4(:,sim_run).^theta); %rank 

(program p is p'th popular) 

            f_program_net4= 

(((1./(pro_net4(:,sim_run).^theta)))./sum(r_pro_net4(:,sim_run))); %zipf 

law program frequency 

            zipf_pro2rx_net4 = round(f_program_net4.*NRx_net4);%zipf law 

number of program to receivers distribution 
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            pro_remo4=find(zipf_pro2rx_net4(:)==1); 

            while(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net4(:))>NRx_net4) 

                for rr=1:length(pro_remo4) 

                    if(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net4(:))>NRx_net4) 

                        zipf_pro2rx_net4(pro_remo4(rr))=0; 

                    end 

                end 

            end 

            pro_add4=find(zipf_pro2rx_net4(:)==0); 

            while(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net4(:))<NRx_net4) 

                 

                if(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net4)<NRx_net4) 

                    for rr=1:(NRx_net4-sum(zipf_pro2rx_net4)) 

                        zipf_pro2rx_net4((rr))=zipf_pro2rx_net4((rr))+1; 

                    end 

                end 

                %     end 

            end 

            %-------------------------------------- 

            r_pro_net5(:,sim_run)=1./(pro_net5(:,sim_run).^theta); %rank 

(program p is p'th popular) 

            f_program_net5= 

(((1./(pro_net5(:,sim_run).^theta)))./sum(r_pro_net5(:,sim_run))); %zipf 

law program frequency 

            zipf_pro2rx_net5 = round(f_program_net5.*NRx_net5);%zipf law 

number of program to receivers distribution 

            pro_remo5=find(zipf_pro2rx_net5(:)==1); 

            while(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net5(:))>NRx_net5) 

                for rr=1:length(pro_remo5) 

                    if(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net5(:))>NRx_net5) 

                        zipf_pro2rx_net5(pro_remo5(rr))=0; 

                    end 

                end 

            end 

            pro_add5=find(zipf_pro2rx_net5(:)==0); 

            while(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net5(:))<NRx_net5) 

                   

                if(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net5)<NRx_net5) 

                    for rr=1:(NRx_net5-sum(zipf_pro2rx_net5)) 

                        zipf_pro2rx_net5((rr))=zipf_pro2rx_net5((rr))+1; 

                    end 
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                end 

                 

            end 

             

           %-------------------------------------- 

                r_pro_net6(:,sim_run)=1./(pro_net6(:,sim_run).^theta); %rank 

(program p is p'th popular) 

                f_program_net6= 

(((1./(pro_net6(:,sim_run).^theta)))./sum(r_pro_net6(:,sim_run))); %zipf 

law program frequency 

                zipf_pro2rx_net6 = round(f_program_net6.*NRx_net6);%zipf 

law number of program to receivers distribution 

                pro_remo6=find(zipf_pro2rx_net5(:)==1); 

                while(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net6(:))>NRx_net6) 

                    for rr=1:length(pro_remo6) 

                        if(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net6(:))>NRx_net6) 

                            zipf_pro2rx_net6(pro_remo6(rr))=0; 

                        end 

                    end 

                end 

                pro_add6=find(zipf_pro2rx_net6(:)==0); 

                while(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net6(:))<NRx_net6) 

  

                    if(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net6)<NRx_net6) 

                        for rr=1:(NRx_net6-sum(zipf_pro2rx_net6)) 

                            zipf_pro2rx_net6((rr))=zipf_pro2rx_net6((rr))+1; 

                        end 

                    end 

                    %     end 

                end 

                %-------------------------------------- 

                r_pro_net7(:,sim_run)=1./(pro_net7(:,sim_run).^theta); %rank 

(program p is p'th popular) 

                f_program_net7= 

(((1./(pro_net7(:,sim_run).^theta)))./sum(r_pro_net7(:,sim_run))); %zipf 

law program frequency 

                zipf_pro2rx_net7 = round(f_program_net7.*NRx_net7);%zipf 

law number of program to receivers distribution 

                pro_remo7=find(zipf_pro2rx_net7(:)==1); 

                while(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net7(:))>NRx_net7) 

                    for rr=1:length(pro_remo7) 
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                        if(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net7(:))>NRx_net7) 

                            zipf_pro2rx_net7(pro_remo7(rr))=0; 

                        end 

                    end 

                end 

                pro_add7=find(zipf_pro2rx_net7(:)==0); 

                while(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net7(:))<NRx_net7) 

  

                    if(sum(zipf_pro2rx_net7)<NRx_net7) 

                        for rr=1:(NRx_net7-sum(zipf_pro2rx_net7)) 

                            zipf_pro2rx_net7((rr))=zipf_pro2rx_net7((rr))+1; 

                        end 

                    end 

                    %     end 

                end 

        

                zipf_pro2rx 

=[zipf_pro2rx_net1(:);zipf_pro2rx_net2(:);zipf_pro2rx_net3(:) 

;zipf_pro2rx_net4(:);zipf_pro2rx_net5(:);zipf_pro2rx_net6(:);zipf_pro2rx_

net7(:) ]; 

                 

             

            rand_rx=1:NRx; 

             

            % Plot receivers 

            for k = 1:length(z_rx_het4(:,sim_run)) % loop for the length of 

receivers rx_pos=0;% receivers index initialize 

                %   Plot receivers according to zipf distribution 

                rx_pos=0;% receivers index initialize 

                for pn=1:length(pro_net1(:,sim_run)) 

                    pr=pro_net1(pn,sim_run); 

  

                    if(zipf_pro2rx_net1(pr)~=0)  %checks if a program is not 

transmitted 

%                         

plot(real(z_rx1(rand_rx(rx_pos+1:rx_pos+(zipf_pro2rx_net1(pr))))),... 

%                             

imag(z_rx1(rand_rx(rx_pos+1:rx_pos+(zipf_pro2rx_net1(pr))))), 'sk',... 

%                             'LineWidth',2,'MarkerEdgeColor',colors(1),... 

%                             'MarkerFaceColor',colors(1),... 

%                             'MarkerSize',3); 
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                        S(rand_rx((rx_pos+1):(rx_pos+(zipf_pro2rx_net1(pr)))))=pr; 

% receivers numbers to programs index 

                        rx_pos=rx_pos+(zipf_pro2rx_net1(pr)); % receivers index 

increase 

  

                    end 

  

  

                end 

                rx_pos1=0;% receivers index initialize 

                for pn2=1:length(pro_net2(:,sim_run)) 

                    pr1=pro_net2(pn2,sim_run); 

  

                    if(zipf_pro2rx_net2(pr1)~=0)  %checks if a program is not 

transmitted 

%                         

plot(real(z_rx2(rand_rx(rx_pos1+1:rx_pos1+(zipf_pro2rx_net2(pr1))))),... 

%                             

imag(z_rx2(rand_rx(rx_pos1+1:rx_pos1+(zipf_pro2rx_net2(pr1))))), 

'sk',... 

%                             'LineWidth',2,'MarkerEdgeColor',colors(1),... 

%                             'MarkerFaceColor',colors(1),... 

%                             'MarkerSize',3); 

                        

S1(rand_rx((rx_pos1+1):(rx_pos1+(zipf_pro2rx_net2(pr1)))))=pr1; % 

receivers numbers to programs index 

                        rx_pos1=rx_pos1+(zipf_pro2rx_net2(pr1)); % receivers 

index increase 

  

                    end 

                end 

                rx_pos2=0;% receivers index initialize 

                for pn3=1:length(pro_net3(:,sim_run)) 

                    pr3=pro_net3(pn3,sim_run); 

                    if(zipf_pro2rx_net3(pr3)~=0)  %checks if a program is not 

transmitted 

                        %                         

plot(real(z_rx3(rand_rx(rx_pos2+1:rx_pos2+(zipf_pro2rx_net3(pr3))))),... 

                        %                             

imag(z_rx3(rand_rx(rx_pos2+1:rx_pos2+(zipf_pro2rx_net3(pr3))))), 

'sk',... 
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                        %                             'Lin-

eWidth',2,'MarkerEdgeColor',colors(1),... 

                        %                             'MarkerFaceColor',colors(1),... 

                        %                             'MarkerSize',3); 

                        

S2(rand_rx((rx_pos2+1):(rx_pos2+(zipf_pro2rx_net3(pr3)))))=pr3; % 

receivers numbers to programs index 

                        rx_pos2=rx_pos2+(zipf_pro2rx_net3(pr3)); % receivers 

index increase 

                         

                    end 

                end 

                 

                rx_pos4=0;% receivers index initialize 

                for pn4=1:length(pro_net4(:,sim_run)) 

                    pr4=pro_net4(pn4,sim_run); 

                    if(zipf_pro2rx_net4(pr4)~=0)  %checks if a program is not 

transmitted 

                        %                         

plot(real(z_rx4(rand_rx(rx_pos4+1:rx_pos4+(zipf_pro2rx_net4(pr4))))),... 

                        %                             

imag(z_rx4(rand_rx(rx_pos4+1:rx_pos4+(zipf_pro2rx_net4(pr4))))), 

'sk',... 

                        %                             'Lin-

eWidth',2,'MarkerEdgeColor',colors(1),... 

                        %                             'MarkerFaceColor',colors(1),... 

                        %                             'MarkerSize',3); 

                        

S3(rand_rx((rx_pos4+1):(rx_pos4+(zipf_pro2rx_net4(pr4)))))=pr4; % 

receivers numbers to programs index 

                        rx_pos3=rx_pos4+(zipf_pro2rx_net4(pr4)); % receivers 

index increase 

                         

                    end 

                end 

                 

                rx_pos5=0;% receivers index initialize 

                for pn5=1:length(pro_net5(:,sim_run)) 

                    pr5=pro_net5(pn5,sim_run); 

                    if(zipf_pro2rx_net5(pr5)~=0)  %checks if a program is not 

transmitted 
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                        %                         

plot(real(z_rx5(rand_rx(rx_pos5+1:rx_pos5+(zipf_pro2rx_net5(pr5))))),... 

                        %                             

imag(z_rx5(rand_rx(rx_pos5+1:rx_pos5+(zipf_pro2rx_net5(pr5))))), 

'sk',... 

                        %                             'LineWidth',2,'MarkerEdgeColor',colors( 

1),... 

                        %                             'MarkerFaceColor',colors(1),... 

                        %                             'MarkerSize',3); 

                        

S4(rand_rx((rx_pos5+1):(rx_pos5+(zipf_pro2rx_net5(pr5)))))=pr5; % 

receivers numbers to programs index 

                        rx_pos5=rx_pos5+(zipf_pro2rx_net5(pr5)); % receivers 

index increase 

                         

                    end 

                end 

                 

                rx_pos6=0;% receivers index initialize 

                for pn6=1:length(pro_net6(:,sim_run)) 

                    pr6=pro_net6(pn6,sim_run); 

                    if(zipf_pro2rx_net6(pr6)~=0)  %checks if a program is not 

transmitted 

                        %                         

plot(real(z_rx5(rand_rx(rx_pos5+1:rx_pos5+(zipf_pro2rx_net5(pr5))))),... 

                        %                             

imag(z_rx5(rand_rx(rx_pos5+1:rx_pos5+(zipf_pro2rx_net5(pr5))))), 

'sk',... 

                        %                             'LineWidth',2,'MarkerEdgeColor',colors( 

1),... 

                        %                             'MarkerFaceColor',colors(1),... 

                        %                             'MarkerSize',3); 

                        

S5(rand_rx((rx_pos6+1):(rx_pos6+(zipf_pro2rx_net6(pr6)))))=pr6; % 

receivers numbers to programs index 

                        rx_pos6=rx_pos6+(zipf_pro2rx_net6(pr6)); % receivers 

index increase 

                         

                    end 

                end 
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                rx_pos7=0;% receivers index initialize 

                for pn7=1:length(pro_net7(:,sim_run)) 

                    pr7=pro_net7(pn7,sim_run); 

                    if(zipf_pro2rx_net7(pr7)~=0)  %checks if a program is not 

transmitted 

                        %                         

plot(real(z_rx5(rand_rx(rx_pos5+1:rx_pos5+(zipf_pro2rx_net5(pr5))))),... 

                        %                             

imag(z_rx5(rand_rx(rx_pos5+1:rx_pos5+(zipf_pro2rx_net5(pr5))))), 

'sk',... 

                        %                             'LineWidth',2,'MarkerEdgeColor',colors( 

1),... 

                        %                             'MarkerFaceColor',colors(1),... 

                        %                             'MarkerSize',3); 

                        

S6(rand_rx((rx_pos7+1):(rx_pos7+(zipf_pro2rx_net7(pr7)))))=pr7; % 

receivers numbers to programs index 

                        rx_pos7=rx_pos7+(zipf_pro2rx_net7(pr7)); % receivers 

index increase 

                         

                    end 

                end 

                 

               

                %     % Displays receiver no. at the receiver position 

                text(real(z_rx_het4(k))-.3,imag(z_rx_het4(k))-

.3,num2str(k),'FontSize',10); 

                text(real(z_rx_het4(k))-.8,imag(z_rx_het4(k))-

.3,'Rx','FontSize',10); 

            end 

             z_rx = [z_rx1(:);z_rx2(:);z_rx3(:);z_rx4(:);z_rx5(:);z_rx6(:);z_rx7(:) ]; 

                

  

             Z_pro(:,sim_run) = [S(:);S1(:);S2(:);S3(:);S4(:);S5(:);S6(:) ]; % re-

shaping into row vector for receivers numbers to programs index for all 

the zones 

            sigma=8; %standard deviation 0 dB for no fading, else 6 dB for 

fading 

            %Calculate fading effect between transmitter and receiver 

            %Antenna heights, antenna gain and carrier frequency determine 

this fading factor 
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            F(:,sim_run)=10.^(randn(NRx,1)*(sigma/10)); 

            ch_counter=0; % counter to count channels for unicasting 

            for j = 1:length(Trzi) % loop for each zone 

                for tx_cnt = find(Trzi(:,j)).', 

                    p_rx = zeros(size(z_rx_het4(:,sim_run))); %initialize receiver 

power for each zone 

                    %calculates the Rx power in different zones 

                    p_rx= p_rx + (F(:,sim_run)*G)./(abs(z_rx_het4(:,sim_run)-

z_tx(tx_cnt))).^alfa; 

                end 

                gamma(:,j)=p_rx./(n0); % calculates signal-to-noise-and-

interference ratio for each zone 

                c(:,j) = (gamma(:,j)>gamma0);%calculates receivers being cov-

ered by this zone 

                for ch_find = find(c(:,j)).', % finds the receivers inside the cover-

age 

                    ch_counter = ch_counter+1; %channel number increases for 

each receiver 

                    if (ch_find<=length(Z_pro)) 

                    Nrx_zone(ch_counter,j)= Z_pro(ch_find,sim_run); %Receiv-

ers in each zone 

                    text(real(z_rx_het4(ch_find))+1,imag(z_rx_het4(ch_find))-

0.8,num2str(ch_counter),'FontSize',10); 

                    text(real(z_rx_het4(ch_find))-0.8,imag(z_rx_het4(ch_find))-

0.8,'Ch','FontSize',10); 

                    end 

                end 

                % Displays the current Tx BS number 

                text(real(z_tx(j))+.1,imag(z_tx(j))-1,num2str(j),'FontSize',12) 

                text(real(z_tx(j))-.5,imag(z_tx(j))-1,'Tx','FontSize',12) 

            end 

  

            pro_cov=0; 

            for p=1:N_pro 

                % for k=1:4 

                % rx_cov(k)=length(find(Nrx_zone(:,k))); 

                cov_pro(p,:)=(any(Nrx_zone==p)); 

                if(length(find(cov_pro(p,:)))~=0) 

                    pro_cov=pro_cov+1; 

                end 

                % end 
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            end 

  

            Npro_cov_MFN(:,sim_run)=pro_cov; 

            %  pra5 

            % % Plot MFN coverage 

            for txno = 1:length(z_tx) 

                z= R.*cos(theta_z)+1j*R.*sin(theta_z) + z_tx(txno); % Boundary 

of cell txno. 

                plot(real(z), imag(z), '-','LineWidth',1.5,... 

                    'MarkerEdgeColor','r',... 

                    'MarkerFaceColor','r',... 

                    'MarkerSize',15); 

            end 

            for i=1:length(c) 

                rx2zone(i)=sum(c(i,:)); 

                if(rx2zone(i)>1)%if a receiver is covered by more than one zone 

                    rx2zone(i)=1; 

                end 

                C_Rx=sum(rx2zone); 

            end 

            A_Rx = sum(c(:));   % calculates total number of receivers being 

covered 

%                A_Rx =1478 ;% A_Rx=xs;% calculates total number of receiv-

ers being covered 

            

Cp_s(:,sim_run)=A_Rx;%(C_Rx./length(z_rx_het4(:,sim_run))).*100; % 

calculate coverage probability 

            % Pc = (C_Rx/NRx)*100; % calculate coverage probability 

            

        end 

        Cp=(a_rx/NRx)*100  

  

        N_Tx = length(z_tx); % number of transmitters         

        N_Ch = N_Tx * N_pro; % required number of channel 

        E_Tx= Npro_cov_MFN./ (N_Tx.* N_Ch)  

        U_Tx= a_rx/(N_Tx.* N_Ch)         

        text(10,-4,... 

            ['Probability of coverage area, Cp= ',num2str(Cp),' %'],... 

            'HorizontalAlignment','center','FontSize',10); 

        text(10,27,... 

            ['Required number of channels, NCh = ',num2str(N_Ch)],... 
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            'HorizontalAlignment','center','FontSize',10); 

  

        text(23,-3,... 

            ['Total No. of TV Programs = ',num2str(Npro_cov_MFN)],... 

            'HorizontalAlignment','center','FontSize',10); 

        text(23,-4,... 

            ['Channel Utilization = ',num2str(E_Tx)],... 

            'HorizontalAlignment','center','FontSize',10); 

        text(-5,-2,... 

            ['Multiuser Channel Utilization = ',num2str(U_Tx)],... 

            'HorizontalAlignment','center','FontSize',10); 

        text(-5,-3,... 

            ['Number of Transmitters = ',num2str(length(z_tx))],... 

            'HorizontalAlignment','center','FontSize',10); 

        text(-5,-4,... 

            ['Number of Receivers = ',num2str(NRx)],... 

            'HorizontalAlignment','center','FontSize',10); 

        text(23,-2,... 

            ['Number of covered Receivers = ',num2str(A_Rx)],... 

            'HorizontalAlignment','center','FontSize',10); 

  

  

  

  

        t=title('Broadcasting over MFN (Random receivers)'); 

        set(t, 'FontSize', 20); 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


